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Fact-finding report on negotiations rejected
by John Donnelly
In an unexpected move Wednesday, the
Board of Trustees rejected a fact-finding
report on the deadlocked negotiations
between the University and the
Teamster-represented University police.
"They stuck it up our ass," said a union
official for the campus police Thursday.
The contract negotiations, which have
been stalemated for 16 months, will now go
to arbitration, said Walter Stilphen, acting
shop steward of the International Brother-
hood of Teamster's Local 48 in Augusta for
the UMO Department of Police and Safety.
The Trustees objected to one of the 12
fact-findine board recommendations—that
Weekend
the UMO police be organized a:. an agency
shop, which would make union member-
shiip optional but require that those not
joining pay the annual union dues.
The fact-finding board consisted of three
members: a University representative,
police representative and a neutral person.
UMO police. Stilphen said, are frus-
trated with the trustees' decision.
"There's nothing very fair about what they
did. We're really pissed off," he said.
Stilphen said it "doesn't make any
sense" that the Trustees would turn down
the fact-finding board's recommendations,
since the University negotiating team
recommended that they accepted it.
Samuel J. D'Amico. associate vice
chancellor for employee relations and chief
University negotiator with police, said
Thursday that he recommended the
fact-finding report to the trustees.
"I recommended it, which is a result of
bargaining in good faith, but the trustees
run the thing. They have final approval in
the contract," D'Amico said.
D'Amico said he and the board, which
went into an executive meeting for the
police contract negotiations, had a "tho-
rough" discussion on what effect a
turn-down on the fact-finding report may
have with the negotiations.
In a copy of the fact-finding report
obtained by the Campus Thursday, the
University was stated as being against the
agency shop because it would violate
statutes that allow public employees to join
and participate in organizations of their
choice.
The fact-finding board, however, said no
statutes would be violated and ruled in the
union's favor.
"It is the finding of this panel...that the
acceptance of a qualified agency shop
clause would help stabilize the relationship
of the parties and go far towards breading
the logjam in their negotiations," the
report stated.
The trustees' decision to oppose the
recommendations has left some bitterness
toward the board from the police, several
sources said.
(continued to page 6)
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More scholarships
allowed for athletes
by David Karvelas
The UMaine Board of Trustees approved
Wednesday an increase in money allowed
for athletic scholarships to 1400,00 a year,
a figure four times this year's level.
The trustees, at their regular meeting.
held in Augusta, also approved a measure
expanding the source of funding for those
scholarships.
Previously limited to private gifts and
donations of no more than $100,000,
awards now may be funded by surplus
income from athletic activities, such as box
receipts from football and basketball
games.
But before it can be used for scholar-
ships, that surplus must exceed 30 percent
of the total physical education and athletic
GSS backs
UMOSG
in conflict
by Tammy Eves
In a resolution passed Tuesday
night. the General Student Senate
threw its support behind the Univer-
sity of Maine Organization of
Student Governments, in what
appears to be a conflict between
some UMOSG members and Chan-
cellor Patrick E. McCarthy.
The resolution, which passed 22 to
two, with two abstentions, states the
GSS "shall not participate in any
organization designed to represent
student positions to the University of
Maine system and its chancellor,"
other than UMOSG.
A UMOSG representative to the
Board of Trustees. Jamie Eves, said
the resolution was introduced
because certain UMOSG members
have learned McCarthy is unhappy
with the organization. The resolution
was meant to prevent the possibility
of McCarthy forming a parallel
organization to circumvent UMOSG.
Although McCarthy said he had
considered no plans for a parallel
organization, he said he has not been
happy with some of UMOSG. s
activities, namely lobbying, and he
does not approve funding the
organization's lobbying efforts,
lcontinued to page 71
department budget. John Blake, vice
president for finance and administration,
said the athletic department costs SI
million to operate, but only $700,000 of that
comes from the University's general
budget. The remainder comes from
"athletic income." such as gate receipts.
UMaine currently ranks last in the Yankee
Conference. providing $92,000 for athletic
scholarships. Boston University heads the
list with $735.000 going for that purpose.
But the new ceiling for UMO which will
be applied in the fall of 1979, might not be
reached for.a_while, according to Blake.
He said that although a number of
people, mainly alumni, have indicated
they are willing to provide financial
support, an increase of "$100,000 in a year
even might be ambitious."
(continued to page 71
Gov. James B. Longley thanks the Board of Trustees
Unexpected visit for their serVice while UMO President Howard R.Neville [center background] looks on [photo by David
Karvelas].
Longley praises UMaine trustees
by David Karvelas
Gov. James B. Longley made a surprise
appearance at the UMaine Board of
Trustees meeting Wednesday and expres-
sed "tremendous admiration" for board
members.
Longley, who just four years ago called
for the resignation of the entire board
because of what he considered fiscal
irresponsibility, pulled an about-face when
he commended University officials for their
work in several areas.
With only a month left in office, Longley
thanked the board, during its regular
meeting, "on behalf of the people of
Maine."
"I have just tremendous admiration for
them and gratitude." he said.
Longley showered praise on the trustees
for their tuition policy.
"I want to commend the Board of
Trustees and the University for the steps
they are already taking to establish the real
costs and to try to bring out-of-state tuition
to full cost in fairness to the taxpayers of
Maine," he said.
"The people of Maine cannot afford and
can no longer be forced to subsidize out-of-
state students, particularly children of
Appointment process questioned
wealthy parents, with their tax dollars.
"While I feel Maine should never shut
its doors to out-of-state students, it should
never force its taxpayers to subsidize the
tuition of those students," he said.
Longley's unscheduled visit was part of
an effort to thank every state board and
commission for its public service. He
asked to address the trustees Tuesday
night.
But Longley's accolades stood in sharp
contrast to his harsh criticism of the
University throughout his four-year term.
[continued to page 71
Political 'machine' raises criticism
by John Donnelly
.1
One observer says it reminds him of
Carter bringing in his Georgia friends to
the White House. Another, harsher in his
criticism, says it resembles the political
machine run by the late Chicago mayor,
Ricahrd Daley.
The appointment of seven members
from UMO Student Government President
Winn Brown's fraternity to influential
positions within his administration has
some students grumbling about an Alpha
Tau Omega monopoly and a lack of
representation for off campus and dorm
students.
Brown, though, said political leaders
have the right to select people whom they
feel can do a good job. even if they are
friends.
While Brown and Preston Hall, execu-
tive assistant, joked recently about ATO's
involvement in Student Government
("We've been thinking of having the
student senate meetings down at the
house" and "We call the office ATO
North."), many students have voiced
criticisms.
"It's ridiculous that the fraternities have
so much representation," Sen. Doug Hall,
Gannet Hall said. "How can they get
input?"
" ATOs run the campus." Hall con-
tinued, "and they're not going to screw
one another."
Brown countered, "It's only logical that
if you have friends you know can do a good
job, you appoint them to positions."
"Until someone cries that there's
unbalanced representation, there's not
really much of an issue," Brown said.
"We (ATO members) all interact with
students in the University. We all go to
[continued to page 81
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Lov.biown
Friday, December 1
5 p m Wilde-Stein Club dinner and dance
MCA Center.
7 p.m. Astronomy Night. Starts in Honors
Building.
7 and 9:30 p.m. MUAB movie "American
Graffiti." Hauck Auditorium.
7.35 p m Men's basketball vs. North Carolina
A & T
8 to 11 p.m. Rarn's Horn. Chris Bonoll.
8 to midnight. Dance with "Aces & Eights."
Damn Yankee.
815 p.m. University Singers. St. Mary's
Church, Orono.
Saturday, December 2
11 a.m. to 5 p.m. Creative Crafts Fair.
Memorial Union.
1 p.m. Women's Indoor track vs. UNH.
7 and 9:30 p.m. MUAB movie "Fire Sete." 101
English-Math Building.
7:30 p.m. Hockey vs. Holy Cross.
Sunday, December 3
10 a.m. Traditional worship, Drummond
Chapel.
11 a.m. to 5 p.m. Creative Crafts Fair.
Memorial Union.
1 and 3 p.m. Uonwich Puppet Theater,
Peabody Lounge, Memorial Union.
8:30 p.m. Worship-Dialogue, MCA Center.
7 p.m. Thriller Film Festival "Wigan of FEar."
101 English-Math Building
•
•
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Employees to receive insurance
by Ann Fridinger
The General Student Senate resolved
Tuesday night to support unly UMOSG as a
representative of student positions to the
chancellor's office.
In a 45-minute executive session, the
senate passed the resolution, which stated
that "the GSS of UMO shall not participate
in any organization designed to represent
student positions to the University of
Maine system and its chancellor other than
the University of Maine Organization of
Student Governments."
A copy of the resolution will be sent to
Chancellor Patrick McCarthy.
A proposal to notify Student Govern-
ment-funded organizations forthcoming
regulation resolution failed to pass the
GSS.
Sen. Ben Zeichick, off campus, sponsor
of the bill, said he felt organizations had a
right to be notified when a proposal would
affect the group. He refered to the recent
resolution requiring all GSS funded
organizations to check with Student Leg'
Services before signing a contract.
Sen. Ted Doty, Aroostook Hall, said the
proposal was good in theory but was an
unnecessary formality.
A resolve that the Student Government
secure health insurance for its employees
who desire it was passed. Student
Government's employees receive no bene-
fits such as paid vacations or insurance.
Winn Brown, Student Government pres-
ident. said the cost of insurance would be
about $400 per employee per year. The
earliest coverage would be secured by Jan.
1,1979. if the policy was written by Dec. 1,
1978, Student Government employs five
full time staff members.
Sen. Bill Randall, fraternity, said he
supported the proposal, especially in the
case of the two full time lawyers Student
Government retains for SLS. Randall said
since their salaries were low on the
professional scale. GSS should pass the
proposal to provide this service.
Steve Maroon, a member of the parking
committee, announced that the University
has accepted the proposal to gravel a lot
behind Jenness Hall, providing 50 to 70
additional spaces.
In other business, the senate gave final
approval to the Lacrosse Club. and
allocated $550 to the Maine Outmc Club.
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Presiding Susan Leonard addressing the senate Tuesdaynight [photo by Arthur Kettle].
Fee considered 'injustice'
to students in wheelchairs
by Peter Phelan
It is an "Injustice" that handicapped
students must pay the student activity fee
while many services are inaccessible by
wheelchairs, says the spokesman for the
organizing students.
Tom Soucy, said that besides the
Student Government's $25 activities fee, itis "grossly unfair" that handicapped
students must pay full tuition.
Among the inaccessible services funded
by Student Government are: the Student
Federal Credit Union, Women's Center
and the offices of Student Government, all
upstairs in the Memorial Union; Student
Legal Services, Coburn Hall; and WMEB.
Stevens Hall.
The inaccessible services offered by the
University include speech and hearing
therapy, Stevens, the Observatory, the
Planetarium, Wingate Hall, and the
Listening Lab. Cumberland Hall.
Section 504 of the 1973 Rehabilitation
Act says all colleges receiving federal
money must have all programs, which does
not necessarily mean buildings, accessible
to the handicapped by 1980.
There is -no way" UMO will be ready by
1980, said director of Engineering Services
Bill Johansen. who is responsible for
designing the ramps. elevators and lifts for
wheelchair
-bound students. If it is not in
compliance with the law, he said, thefederal government could cut off all funds
to UMO but probably would not.
Ends Sot. Nita
Both Johansen and Coordinator of
Services for Disabled Students Daphne
Sprague agreed that the major problem is
getting the "administration" to allocate
enough money to make the campus
accessible. The estimated cost of convert-
ing the campus is over $2 million,
according to both.
The University appropriated $10,000 this
year to the Disabled Students Office for
construction of ramps, elevators and lifts
said Sprague. Johansen said it costs about
$6,000 to build a ramp and at least $35,000
for an elevator.
WMEB. he said, will probably have to be
moved, as it would be too expensive to put
an elevator in Stevens Hall ($60,000).
There are now two disabled students who
want to take broadcasting, but cannot,
Sprague said. She said one of these
students wants to major in broadcasting.
There are 32 totally inaccessible, three
mostly accessible (have few of their
facilities available), five totally accessible.
nine mostly accessible (main floor). and 20
nearly accessible (requiring a small
amount of help to gain access by
wheelchair) buildings at UMO.
Johansen said each presents its own
design problem and that the older ones are
especially difficult to convert while also
meeting safety requirements.
There are no accessible fraternity
houses.
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Property lost
at concert
Thieves were busy outside Memorial
Gym during the Pure Prairie League
concert Monday night, with approx-
imately $1748 worth of property
reported stolen.
UMO's Department of Police and
Saftey recovered a Toyota sedan a
short time after it was reported
stolen from the Memorial Gym
parking lot.
The vehicle, owned by Susan
Berad of 10 Messalonskee Ave., in
WaterWle.,...was found behind the
field house by patrolman Walter
Stilphen. A purse was also reported
missing from the $1250 car.
A cassette deck and radio and two
speakers at a total value of $318.
were taken from a blazer in the same
parking lot. Scott Packard. of
Millinocket. told police his car was
locked except for the rear window,
where the thief gained entrance.
Also stolen was a $180 tape deck
and power booster from a car
belonging to Carlton Oakes Jr. of
Millinocket.
All of the complaintants were
attending the concert at the time the
thefts occurred.
Assistant director of police Wil-
liam Prosser said Thursday that the
number of thefts was unusual for a
single concert.
It's just that time of year where
people are getting their Christmas
money and gifts," Prosser said
Thursday. "This doesn't set a
precedent but is something that has
to be watched."
DLS speakers dine with students
by Natalie Slefinger
Distinguished Lecture Series guests at
UMO are being treated to varying
viewpoints at their pre-speech dinner table
conversations at Benjamin's in Bangor.
Besides DLS chairman David Ives, and
occasionally a UMO administrator, two of
the three speakers also have been asked to
share their dinner with a Bangor junior
high school student.
Ives, a student teacher in Bangor, has
recently begun randomly selecting a
student from his class and inviting him to
dinner with the speaker.
A student was present at both the
Vincent Bugliosi and Ralph Nader dinner.
The third speaker of the semester was Dick
Gregory.
The dinner is also usually attended by a
DLS committee member, assigned on a
rotating basis. There are 12 members.
DLS is partially funded by the $12.50 per
semester Student Government activity fee.
Approximately $100 has been spent on the
two dinners: Nader's dinner cost $50.90,
and Bugliosi's cost $38.25. Nader's cost
more because Nader brought an aide with
him, Ives said.
"I spend the money at lay own
discretion,— Ives said. "Inviting the
student is a public relations move. UMO is
competing with a lot of other colleges and
universities, and this makes it a little bit
different from other schools. It keeps UMO
special."
Ives said he doesn't randomly select a
UMO student or faculty member because it
wouldn't be practical.
"If I went up to a student in the library,
for example, and asked him to dinner, he'd
probably say no." Ives said.
Mike Lambert, MUAB treasurer. who
handles the payment of bills for DLS,
suggested that if a student wanted to have
Thanksgiving automobile accident
claims life of woman student
by Debbie Zeigler
A UMO student was killed in an
automobile accident during Thanksgiving
vacation when the car she was riding in
struck an empty pulp truck on Route 2 in
Dixfield. near Rumford.
Mary Jane Thorne, 19, of Rumford was
killed instantly when the car, driven by
Micheal Morse. also a UMO student,
pulled out on the road, heading west and
hit the east bound truck on Nov. 22 at 3:55
p.m. according to the Wednesday Rumford
Falls Times.
The driver of the truck was not injured.
Morse received minor cuts and bruises.
Morse said he hadn't seen the truck
coming up ahead of his car, according to
the report. State Police Trooper Leroy
Gray, who is investigating the accident.
Students display handiwork
at MUAB's crafts fair
by Andrea Cronkite
While many UMO students will be
buying items at MUAB's ninth annual
Creative Crafts Fair this weekend. about 15
displays will be manned by students selling
their own handiwork.
Student wares will include weaving,
pottery, leather, silk-screening, silver and
macrame jewelry and stuffed animals, to
be displayed from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. on
Saturday and Sunday in the Memorial
Union. More than 50 displays by other
Maine craftsmen will include quilting,
glass blowing, snowshoes, stained glass
and batik.
Graduate student Lisa Williams said she
will be trying to sell her woven scarfs.
shawls and pillows for the first time this
weekend. Williams uses two small table
weaving looms rather than a large floor
loom.
"This type of weaving has just come into
vogue this summer." she said, adding that
she has been making items for the crafts
fair since August.
Williams said she would like to have her
own shop some day but added this would
be expensive and is a competitive
business.
Day Herrington. who will be displaying
silver and brass jewelry and boxes, has his
own shop in the HOME. (Home Workers
for More Employment) Co-op in Orland.
which is designed to help low-income
people supplement their earnings. A senior
in forest engineering. Herrington is
working under the University Year for
Action program.
Herrington said he participated in the
fair last year and sold about $800 worth
of jewelry.
"This year. I think I know a little better
what items will sell. I'm going to more
low-priced items, gearing prices to stu-
dents," he said. His prices will range from
75 cents to $100, he said.
He said he will offer bracelets, rings.
earrings, hair combs. key rings and at least
one music box. He uses pearls, opals and
black onyx in his work but tries to avoid
turquoise and tiger eyes, which are
"overused."
Judith Cooper. a senior majoring in art
and elementary education, will exhibit
hand silk-screened T-shirts. This is her
first year in the crafts fair.
Besides her own work, she has printed
designs drawn by children at the UMO
Children's Center, a day care center for 3
to 6-year-olds. Money from the sale of the
children's designs will go to the center.
Cooper said.
She said she would like to continue
silk-screening but not with T-shirts.
"Silk-screened T-shirts are a passing
fancy of the public," she said.
Along with the handicraft talent, the
Creative Crafts Fair will feature musical
talent in the Peabody Lounge Saturday.
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said the cause ot the accident was
"excessive speed and driver inattention."
Other officials at the scene speculated
that the sun might have been in Morse's
eyes as he pulled out onto the road.
The car. a Fiat 124 Sport. hit the right
rear wheel of the trailor. Pieces of metal
had been torn from the car and strewed all
over the road as it struck the truck and
spun around. The entire right side of the
car was crushed, pinning Miss Thorne to
the seat.
An autopsy report said she died of a
fractured skull and massive internal
injuries.
Miss Thorne was an education major, a
member of the UMO lacrosse team and
was elected Sweetheart of Sigma Chi this
year.
Funeral services were held Nov. 25 at
the St. Athanasius-St. John church.
dinner with one of the speakers, he could
join DLS.
Ives said he believed first impressions
are important in making a speaker relax.
This philosophy has allowed DLS to pay for
the meals, hotel accommodations and bar
bills of the speakers invited to campus.
"The extras—dinner and nice accom-
modations— help the speaker relax and
help put him in a good mood. This
practically guarantees a good speech."
Ives said.
He said neither Bugliosi or Nader were
annoyed at the younger student's pre-
sence.
"Bugliosi loved it, and Nader fielded
questions of my student. He wanted to
know what kids that age thought about
consumer affairs," Ives said.
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Trustees handcuff police
Collective bargaining is giving the University
problems.
And the move by the Board of Trustees
Wednesday to reject the fact-finding report
between the University and University police is a
crystal clear example.
By turning back the 12 proposals to an
arbitration board because of a disagreement of
whether the University police should have an
agency shop, they have further alienated and
frustrated an already disgruntled bargaining
unit.
The University police, represented by the
International Brotherhood of Teamster's Local
of Augusta, have been bargaining for a new
contract for more than 16 months. They have
gone through some turbulent times. in fact, last
spring they held informational picket lines to tell
the public their side.
For instance, they said the University was
breaking the law by not meeting within certain
legal time periods after requesting sessions. As
one union official put it recently, "Their whole
goal was to stall, stall, stall."
In October. though, police officials were
optimistic that their long-fought contract
negotiations would soon be over. A fact-finding
board released recommendations that would be
presented to the Board of Trustees.
Those fact-finding recommendations were
supported by the University's bargaining team.
But the trustees put an unexpected snag in the
process.
The agency shop. they said in the fact-finding
report obtained by the Campus Thursday, is
unlawful, since it would discharge any member
who wouldn't pay his or her union dues.
The report's recommendation, however,
refutes this and stated. • ' ...the acceptance of a
qualified agency shop clause would help stabilize
the relationship of the parties and go far towards
breaking the logjam in their negotiations."
Samuel J. D'Amico, associate vice chancellor
for employee relations and chief University
negotiator, recommended that the Trustees
should approve the fact-finding report. He said it
would only be acting in good bargaining faith.
The trustees, however, saw fit to brush aside
their chief bargaining representative's
recommendations and prolong the negotiations.
The board, of course, has this right. tlut in
exercising this option Wednesday, we wonder if
they considered the possible consequences.
The police think they've been had. "They
stuck it up our ass," one angry union official
said.
After 16 months of working with collecting
bargaining hanging over their heads, police and
University officials are justifiably tired and sick
of the situation. And when the trustees rejected
the fact-finding board's report, which is
considered by both sides to be a neutral party,
over one proposal it has to add fuel to the fire.
There are just too many questions left by the
trustees' decision. For instance, what purpose
does the University chief negotiator serve if his
recommendations are overruled? And, is the
rejection bargaining in good faith by the
University?
But perhaps the larger question is what kind of
reaction do the University's two other bargaining
units—the service and maintenance workers,
and the faculty—have? Can they put faith in the
collective bargaining process after witnessing
the fact-finding turndown?
If the two other bargaining units' negotiations
drag on as the police's has, most likely some
serious problems will surface. The combined
power the three unions have is massive. An
organized effort in the form of three unions
striking would cripple the University.
Even though Maine law prohibits public
workers to strike, several high union officials
have said recently that if the University can use
illegal practices over the bargaining table, they
can do the same and strike.
The trustee rejection of the fact-finding report
has larger implications than just sending the
police negotiations to arbitration.
It's a slap in the face to already tired police
members.
And it's a slap that won't be forgotten easily.
Run through the gauntlet
Last January's construction of an ill-placed
ramp for the handicapped beside Lord Hall does
not speak highly of the physical plant director's
knowledge of University grounds.
To enter Lord Hall, a building used for
journalism and music classes, handicapped
students were forced, during the winter, to run a
risky gauntlet with huge icicle jaggers dangling
high above their heads.
The ramp now is being torn down and will be
reconstructed away from the building removing
the danger of falling icicles.
When the University began initial construction
of the ramp, at least one faculty member wrote a
letter to the Physical Plant director and President
Howard R. Neville informing them of the hazards
involved. An alternative site distended from the
building was suggested.
But the University's response was to place a
sign nearby saying "Beware of falling ice." The
expectation that a person in a wheelchair would
be able to successfully utilize such information is
ludicrous.
The ramp was not built for people with the
physical ability to stare upwards and quickly
jump aside at the first sign of an icefall.
It seems the sign was erected in a conscious
BEWARE
er
FALLING
IcE
relieving effort so the University could claim to
have given advance warning in the event of an
accident.
The additional money required to move
the ramp a few feet from the building is
secondary to the danger that was imposed upon
handicapped students during the winter months.
If this is a typical example of the manner in
which the University handles most of its
business, maybe some administrators should be
made to run through the gauntlet instead of the
students they claim to serve.
The Maine Campus is a twice-weekly newspaper
Publiihed at the University of Maine Si Orono
Editorial and tusinesS offices are located in 106
Lord Hall, Orono. Maine , 04413. Tel
201-561/7531 Advertising and subscription rates
avatlable on request Printed at the Ellsworth
Amerman. Edirrooh, Marie . 04605
Maine Campus
-Commentary
by Dan Warren
Exploding
myths
It's time somebody explodes all these
hokey myths about jogging.
"Running is a beautiful thing," every-
body and his sister is saying these days.
Running is beautiful. Harrumph. And
Ralph Nader eats devil dogs.
My ire was raised to the boiling point
recently when I spied an English paper on
a professor's desk. "The Joys of Run-
ning," it was entitled. Oh, Jeez, I
grumbled, here we go again.
I will paraphrase sentences from that
essay (gramatically and technically well-
written, by the way). Then, in the following
paragraph. I will irrevocably refute what
this student, a freshman woman. said.
Struggling through three miles of jogging
every day is my license to groan in print.
"Running on College Avenue is made
easy by the beautiful scenery." she writes.
"The currents of the Stillwater River swirl
and bow at one end while storybook white
houses framed by neat rows of green trees
await you at the other."
We must be running on two different
College Avenues, lady. Mine's in Orono.
Where's yours? On my College Avenue, I
worry about getting hit by cars and bit by
dogs on Fraternity Row. I don't notice trees
and rivers. They might be there, but like
many middle
-America joggers, I don't look
up. I care only where my next footstep is
going and that it occasionally misses the
big mud puddles.
"Perhaps the most unique and satisfying
aspect of jogging." she writes, "is the
camaraderie that exists among runners.
When we greet each other on sidewalks or
streets or back roads, we smile proudly at
our brother and sister joggers as if to salute
and say. 'Keep on trucking, baby!' "
Oh, come on. Keep on trucking, baby?
Really now. Whenever I pass another
runner on the same side of the road, I just
moan or grunt, as if to say, "Hey. I know
the agony you're going through. you poor
bastardsitAs not that much further. Stick
with it."
"The cross country team's track is the
most beautiful place of all to race,
however." this fitness fanatic continues.
"Running all alone in the woods, you are at
peace with yourself. You have time to
think, to sort out your thoughts, to find vk ho
you are."
Not bad. It's pretty, flowing prose. and.
she even got the "whom" and "who"
right. But, it's obvious we're looking at this
thing from two different sides. Right and
wrong.
For me. the cross country path might be
nice, but it isn't better. Why? Bek'ause it's
another 500 yards or whatever from kk here
I live. College Avenue is closer. I run On
the road. She must live close to the tratk.
My body has agreed to run three Miles.
Another SOO yards would no doubt he a
contract violation.
"The best part of jogging is weight
control," Bionic Woman adds. "Not only
do you burn up calories, but your appetite
decreases after the workout."
Pure bunk. After I run, I pig out. It's tri),
reward. One mile, I get an ice cream: two
miles, cheesecake; three miles, a pi/.7a and
five beers. The only reason I jog is so I
won't feel guilty about the Olympic
face-stuffing competition that always fol-
lows the running. This girl is either very
skinny or very dishonest.
In any event. I hope she keeps quiet and
doesn't show that theme to anybody. It'll
make me look hid,
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Wilderness
To the Editor:
The immense herds of buffalo
were devastated and nothing was
done to stop it;
The Passenger Pigeon was
wiped from the face of the earth
and nothing was done to stop it;
Whole forests were cut to the
last tree and nothing was done to
stop it;
Now the last great American
wilderness is threatened with
destruction
But we can do something to
stop it!
If the president of the United
States does not act by Dec. 18 to
provide protection for wilderness
Alaska. these lands will be
subject to an explosive develop-
ment that will deprive future
generations of Americans of their
most beautiful wilderness heri-
tage.
Because time is so short and
the need for support is so great. I
ask that you inform your readers
of the urgent need for letters to
President Carter urging that:
All of Alaska's National Inter-
est Lands be given the strongest
and most permanent executive
protection—as National Monu-
ments under the Antiquities Act
of 1906. (Grand Canyon, Death
Valley and the Grand Tetons
National Parks were originally
established under this authority.)
Lands that should be included in
this protection should be:
—All Senate Bill S1500 wilder-
ness proposal in southeast
Alaska including Misty Fjords
and Admiralty Island.
—The Alaska Peninsula—an
important brown bear habitat.
—The Iliamna area—Alaska's
outstanding fishery.
—Wild and scenic rivers locat-
ed outside parks and refuges.
—The proposed additions to
the existing Katmar and Glacier
Bay monuments.
I thank you most sincerely for
your time and attention.
Dick Brown
Ypsilanti, Mich.
reader's opinion
The Campus encourages letters from
readers. To be published, letters must be
signed and include an address. Names will
be withheld only in special circumstances.
Brief letters are advised and all are
subject to editing for grammar, good taste
and available space.
More letters on page 6 
Inaccuracies
To the Editor:
I would like to point out a few
inaccuracies in your front page
story on the Student Government
concert suit (Nov. 21).
The first is that Northeast
Concerts is not promoting the
Pure Prairie League concert. The
UMO Concert Committee is.
Govatsos of Northeast Concerts is
a manager of the Blend who are
backing up PPL. 1 hat is his only
connection with this production.
Secondly you stated that North-
east Concerts also presented a
second Aztec Two-Step concert
last November but paid all bills
expected of it. That may be fact,
but that show was not promoted
here at UMO or in conjunction
with the UMO committee.
Susan Leonard
Commentary Ron Brown
Just a regular college guy
I'm just a college guy. Some of my favorite things
are pizza, vacations, stereos and cars. Some of the
things I dislike most are prelims, liver and onions, 3 to
5 labs and ballet.
I also dislike people with 4.0 GPA's. This is because
I am not one of them. Maybe someday GPA's will be
added from semester to semester and after three
semesters or so I too will have a 4.0 GPA.
I think the speech I'll give at commencement will be
about "Why I Like Girls." Sometimes though I have
grave doubts about whether I'll ever get to
commencement. I picture myself in cap and gown
sitting in a long row listening to the president of the
University giving his welcoming address to the
graduates.
Suddenly, the dean of my college rushes to the
microphone and announces that the requirements
have been changed. Two burly associate professors
grab me and, still dressed in cap and gown. I am
hustled off to the library to renew my studies.
I don't really mind studying, although I'm
convinced that everyone who studies less than I do
gets better grades, and everyone who studies more
gets worse grades. I really don't think my grades
would be all that bad if I could take only survey and
introductory level courses. For a time I even
considered majoring in survey and introductory level
courses—until my adviser broke the news to me.
Even though I know that the more I study the worse
I'll do, I try to study anyway so I don't feel guilty
about not studying. Of course, every time I try to
study i either fall asleep or wind up having some
positively terrific sexual fantasy.
It just so happens my most farfetched dream and
nightmare are very closely related to my sexual
fantasies. In the dream I am enticed by some willing
and able young body who takes me to my dormitory
room where we do wild and crazy things. In the
nightmare. as a result of those wild and crazy things. I
have to drop out of school and become a management
trainee at Sears.
My fundamental dilemma, however, is not sex but
time. I tell myself. "I'll go to the library at 3." I look
at my watch and it's 3:30. I decide I'll write the paper
during October. The calendar now says November.
Every year during the month of January 1 date
everything the previous year. I think 1963 was as far
removed in time from 1968 as 1973 is from 1978 and I
can't believe it-1973 was just yesterday, and the
worst part of it is. I haven't done anything. I finish a
semester, and all I have to show for it is a couple of
filled notebooks and some IBM answer sheets with 50
or so pencil marks on them.
I didn't save anybody. I didn't help anybody. Each
morning I'd get up. and it was light, and the sun was
out. Each night I'd go to bed, and it was dark, and the
moon and stars were out. In between, I'd eat three
meals, go to classes, study, and then it would be dark
again and the moon and stars would be out.
In one of my more unsettling scenarios. 30 years
slides along in this manner and I suddenly find myself
in the TV room in my home. It's Saturday night, and
I'm lightly dozing in my easy chair, the newspaper
spread out in my lap. On TV the announcer says,
"And now live from Miami Beach, it's the Jackson
Browne Show with Jackson Browne and his band of
renown."
I sit up and take notice for this is my favorite show
of the week, not to mention the best program on
television. The announcer continues. "tonight,
brought to you by the makers of Geritol and
E-Z-Widers."
Jackson steps out from behind the mass of soap
bubbles, his straight silvery gray hair reflecting
slightly the bright lights.
"Hi. This evening we're going to do some old
favorites. To start off, let's begin with the "Late For
The Sky Polka.•• The accordian starts up and the
camera pans a number of my contemporaries as they
shuffle out to the dance floor.
My teenage children look at me and plaintively
moan. "Aw geez, Dad, how come we got to listen to
this old fogey music?"
"Because I'm an old fogey," I tell them. Besides.
this is the kind of music your mother and I listened to
back in the old days when we were students at the
University of Maine."
"Boy. the music was really bad back then."
"Oh I don't know about that," I say as I start
singing the chorus along with the TV—"How long
have I been waiting..."
"Don't sing!" they scream. "It's bad enough we
have to listen to the show."
Meanwhile, the song has ended. and on the screen
a man about my age is telling me, "My woman does
Geritol. and she is one all right lady."
Jackson then returns and says, "And now I'd like to
perform for you a hit from long, long ago done by a
very good friend of mine. Bruce Springsteen. A one,
and a two, and a one, two, three..."
"Badlands" just doesn't sound the same in
waltz-step time. I watch my fellow old fogeys glide
slowly about the ballroom, and as I am once again
dozing off to sleep. I notice out of the corner of my eye
my son completing a form reading "Send for More
Information About Euthanasia." The scenario
becomes too painful after that so I just end it by
dozing off to sleep.
1 think my parents once told me that college would
be some of the best years of my life. Of course, I think
they also once told me I should get a haircut.
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Questions effectiveness
To the Editor:
Since the appearance of an ad
in the Nov. 17 issue of the Maine
Campus. promoting Encare Oval
as "the preferred contraceptive,"
the Cutler Health Center has had
several inquiries as to its effec-
tiveness and safety. We do not
carry this product in our phar-
macy because we consider the
manufacturer's claims unproven
and probably inaccurate.
On theoretical grounds, it
should be less effective than
vaginal foams and jellies that
have been around for many years.
• The spermicidal agent is nonox-
yno1-9, which is the active ingred-
ient in several other products
(Conceptrol, Delfen. Koromex,
Ortho-Creme, etc.). The concen-
tration is 2.27 percent in Encare
Oval as compared to 12.5 percent
in Delfen Cream.
It is described as easy to use.
but it must be placed high in the
vagina at least 10 minutes before
it becomes effective.
To the Editor:
The Medical Letter is a presti-
gious. non-profit publication on
drugs and therapeutics to which
we have long subscribed. It offers
physicians authoritative, un-
biased evaltiations of pharmaceu-
tical products that are up to date.
In the issue of March 24, 1978.
they conclude Encare Oval "has
no established advantage over
other typical spermicidal products
that have been available for many
years. Physicians may wish to
warn their patients that these
suppositories are probably much
less effective than oral contracep-
tives or intrauterine devices for
the prevention of pregnancy.
One study considered reliable
by Medical Letter gives the first
year failure rate for various
contraceptive methods as follows:
foams, creams, and gels 15
percent, oral contraceptives 2
percent. IUD's 4 percent and 19
percent for the rhythm method.
Medical Letter consultants
"believe that the Oval will fail at
least as often as other similar
products" (foams, creams and
gels).
The FDA forced the manufac-
turer to revise its advertising in
April 1978 because its promotion
was based largely on testimonial
evidence. The present promotion
cites a more recent study in which
Encare Oval "was subjected to
one of the most rigorous tests
ever conducted."
This may be but they are then
careful not to give us the results
ot tnose tests except to say the
results were "excellent," with
the manufacturer defining the
word excellent. They say it
provides "consistent and ex-
tremely high sperm-killing pro-
tection." They don't tell us how
high or how consistent.
We advise women not to
depend on this method of contra-
ception until more studies have
been done and fully reported.
Sincerely yours,
R.A.Graves, M.D., Director ,
Cutler Health Center
Prevent Christmas larceny
Past records show a very
definite increase, nationwide.
especially UMO and BCC, in
larceny prior to the Christmas
holidays. In order to prevent
larceny, the Department of Police
and Safety offers the following
check list:
1. Lock your dorm room door
every time you leave your room.
2. Store valuables out of sight
(under bed).
3. Report strangers in your
areas (to R.A.. R.D. or police).
4. Lock your car.
5. Park your car in well lighted
area.
6. Don't show large amounts of
money around—keep it to your-
self.
7. When out of your room,
leave a radio or stereo on low,
thief may think room is occupied.
8. When you are gone. let your
neighbor know you are away.
9. Don't leave valuables (rings.
watches, glasses, etc.) in bath-
room. lock them in your room
before showering.
10. If you haven't marked your
valuables, please plan to do so
next semester.
11. Call your police department
if you have doubts on what to
do-581-7911. During finals
week, would-be thieves are well
aware that students will not be in
their dorm rooms. This makes it
easy pickings for the thief. With a
little effort on your part, you can
spoil his holiday and make yours
To the Editor:
an enjoyable time. Please follow
the check list.
Your police department wishes
you a Merry Christmas and a
Happy New Year.
William T. Prosser
Assistant Director Police Services
Department of Police and Safety
Same old crud?
In reference to Tim Osborne's
letter published Nov. 21.
"What's all this bullshit (sub-
stitute "garbage" if it's too
risque) about Don Stratton play-
ing "the same old crud." (While
Maynard Ferguson plays avante-
garde?) I recommend that the
next time Tim takes pen in hand,
he be able to defend his
point of view before "putting his
foot in his mouth."
Before commenting on Mr.
Stratton's success in the busi-
ness, in relation to Ferguson's.
Tim might have researched just
what Mr. Stratton has done both
as a composer and performer.
He might also check Webster
for definitions of the words
"crud" and "avante-garde." The
"same old crud" played by
Stratton and the Twentieth Cen-
tury Ensemble consists of every-
thing from serious (classical, if
you wish) music written by 20th
Century composers to swing
(same old crud?). to Don Ellis
pieces (same old crud?) and even
to the glorified disco of Maynard
Ferguson. (Same old crud.)
Mark Noack
101 Stodder Hall
Twentieth Century
Ensemble member
Daily Maine Campus considered
by Andrea Cronkite
A proposal to make the Maine Campus a
daily newspaper next fall is under
consideration by both the journalism
department and students involved with the
newspaper, the department chairman said
this week.
"I'm not 100 percent sure it's feasible,"
said Arthur 0. Guesman. "It would be an
experiment, and it must pay for itself. The
big risk is money. I'm fully supportive of
the idea if it has a financial chance of
succeeding."
Guesman said that with the expansion of
the Bangor business community, for
example, the new Bangor Mall, and an
increasingly active advertising sales de-
partment at the Campus, "now is the time
to try" a daily paper.
The Campus, which began in 1875,
published weekly until 1974. when it
changed to twice weekly.
Guesman said he does not have the
authority to make the Campus a daily. The
decision will be made next spring by the
newspaper's Operating Board, which
consists of the editor, advertising mana-
ger, business manager, production mana-
ger and managing editor.
A daily would benefit both journalism
students and the campus community,
Guesman said.
"The bulk of our majors who leave here
and go to work for newspapers go to work
for dailies," Guesman said. "Students
would be given experience with a daily
paper."
Guesman added that a daily would
"increase the prestige" of the journalism
department and possibly help attract more
quality out-of-state students.
The change also would offer the
University community a daily and expand-
ed news service, he said. "There is
obviously a readership market for that," he
added.
"There would probably be some in-
crease in campus news, but the major
expansion would be in a new news area. It
would carry international, national and
state news off the wire services."
The paper would have to run about 56 to
60 pages per week, publishing five times
weekly, Guesman said, to "do an adequate
news job.. and carry sufficient adverti-
sing" to finance itself. This semester, the
campus has run about 34 to 36 pages per
week.
The editorial department would be
structured similar to a daily paper, and
there would be "increased staff in every
department," Guesman said.
Daniel R. Warren and Kurt G. Ander-
son, two students who plan to apply for the
positions of editor and advertising mana-
ger respectively for the fall semester, have
discussed the idea of a daily newspaper
with Guesman.
"We're doing it just to get the ball
rolling," said Warren, who is special
projects editor for the Maine Campus this
semester. "I'm just representing the
students here."
Anderson, Maine Campus advertising
manager, said, "This thing is still wide
open. Dan and I do hope to be part of the
staff, but everybody should realize that
nothing's set."
UMO's 13-member Publications Com-
mittee, composed of faculty and students,
selects the Campus editor in April to serve
the fall semester. The advertising manager
is chosen by the Operations Board.
Warren said, "I would like to see it
(UMO) have a daily newspaper. It would
turn out better journalism students and get
students into the habit of reading a daily
paper."
• Fact-finding
(continued from page II
"We just won't get a good deal from the
trustees," Stilphen said. "Things will get
worse. There was nothing in the
fact-finding report that was outrageous."
The union wanted the agency shop to
eliminate "free-loaders," Stilphen said.
"If a man is opposed to joining the
union, he doesn't have to. But the
Teamsters are going to represent him.
They negotiate for the whole unit. I pay my
dues for that representation. They should
pay for it too," he said.
Stilphen added that only one UMO police
officer refused to sign a card for Teamsters
representation.
While the board rejected the one
fact-finding proposal. the other 11 appar-
ently were backed.
D'Amico said when the issue goes to an
arbitration board, the decision will be
binding, except for salary, pension and
insurance.
The University has final say on those
matters, unless it relinquishes the right in
arbitration, Stilphen said.
The arbitration board may take up the
one issue or could reconsider all 12 issues
in the report, D'Amico said. Stilphen said
the first meeting could take place in a
month.
The other recommendations in the report
included an across-the-board 8 percent
wage increase, a binding grievance
procedure by a neutral third party and a
refusal to allow campus police to carry
firearms.
The fact-finding board said police wages
should be raised to reduce turnover and
make them equal to comparable positions
in surrounding police forces.
"While this raise would not completely
eliminate the differential," the repOort
stated, "it should go far to reducing the
disparity and, in so doing, serve the
interests of both the University and the
University police."
A second proposal, dealing with the
grievance procedure, would provide a fair
resolution to any problems, the report said.
"If.. ,(the) final determination of a conflict
over the application or interpretation of a
contract provision were to reside exclu-
sively in the hands of the University
chancellor, only the barest facade of a
contractual dispute resolution procedure
would remain."
The handgun issue, which has been
hotly contested for more than a year. was
also included in the recommendations.
"We are unable to conclude that there is
a campus crime wave that would support
the union's view that the continuing refusal
of the administration to issue firearms to
the campus police constitutes a hazard to
their safety," the report said.
The report also added that both parties
should meet and discuss the issue,
On the mall
Meeting set for reps
There will be a mandatory meeting
for all off-campus representatives on
Tuesday, Dec. 5, following the
General Student Senate meeting.
This meeting will be held in
Classroom B, Memorial Union. The
purpose of the meeting is to discuss
current and future developments
relevant to off-campus students.
Attendance is mandatory.
Office relocated
The Office of Women's Programs
and Services has relocated from 201
D Fernald to the basement of
Fernald Hall.
Musicians to petforrn
A benefit recital for the Music
Talent Award Scholarship Fund will
be presented by the Downeast
Chamber players Friday, Dec. 8. The
recital will take place in the Lord
Recital Hall at 8:15 p.m.
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• Chancellor criticizes UMOSG's lobbying effort
[continued from page II
McCarthy said he doesn't disapprove
individual students lobbying, but UMOSG
is misusing its authority when it lobbies in
the Legislature as a group, he said.
"This is America. They're adults—they
should speak out, but it's like using the
telephone to bang nails," he said.
McCarthy said the role of UMOSG
should be a "direct link between students
and the chancellor" but added UMOSG
members in the past.
"We've known for some time he wasn't
happy with the situation—that he's not
liked the way we've lobbied in Augusta
because we didn't do it his way at one time.
At one time he felt that the way' the budget
should be lobbied for in Augusta was very
low-key. This was his political belief that
the best way to get money out of Augusta
was just to have a few people go in and not
inundate the place in hordes.
"It was the students' best political belief
that the best way to get it was to get as
many people down there as possible to go
all out to try to get the budget passed in the
Legislature."
But Eves said he hadn't received
complaints directly from the chancellor and
said McCarthy usually talks through
UMOSG Chairman Rita Laitres. Laitres
refused to comment on the situation.
One UMOSG source, who preferred to
remain on-named, said the organization
has been paying its own lobbying expenses
through dues. He said the chancellor has
offered to fund expenses now taken care of
by the dues but will not fund lobbying
efforts.
Eves said some UMOSG members
thought McCarthy's complaints might
have meant the chancellor wanted to set up
a new organization. which he would fund
with money UMOSG is now receiving.
"No one has discussed a parallel
organization," McCarthy said. "Whatever
student representation there is will be
called UMOSG."
The senate passed the resolution
supporting UMOSG after meeting 45
minutes in executive session.
Although senate President • Susan
Leonard said the resolution passed by the
GSS may cause some animosity with the
chancellor, one student senator said, "I
doubt the chancellor will take it too
seriously. He usually doesn't take senate
resolutions too seriously."
Leonard said the two opposition votes
were probably due to a lack of understan-
ding about the resolution and the history of
Settlement 'possible'
by Kim Marchegiani
There is a "good possibility" that
Student Government will not have to
take court action to resolve problems
with a Portland concert promoter,
according to Student Government
Vice President Susan Leonard.
The promoter. Andrew Govatsos,
head of Northeast Concerts, met
Monday night with Leonard and
Chalmers Hardenbergh, the Student
Legal Services attorney representing
Student Government.
The dispute centers around $1.600
in bills from an Aztec Two-Step
concert held at UMO in September of
1977 and a Nils Lofgren concert the
following October.
Student Government's Concert
Committee did not give Govatsos a
bill on the night of either concert,
which was the established procedure
but said Govatsos is still liable.
Leonard served as Concert Com-
mittee chairman following the Aztec
Two-Step concert and would have
been named plaintiff if the case had
gone to court.
Govatsos claimed there was only a
verbal contract for the Aztec Two-
Step concert and that the bills that
followed were unexpected. He said
he would consider counter-suing
Student Government in the matter.
There was a written contract for the
Lofgren concert.
"We spent a good bur talking
.vith Andy Monday night, and
tttempts were made to settle things
tut of court," Hardenbergh said.
'There are still a couple of things to
te ironed out.••
UMOSG.
Sen. Richard Hewes, fraternity, voted
against the resolution because he felt its
wording was limiting.
"I objected to part two of the resolution.
I took it to mean no other group could be
recognized as a representative of Student
Government. I didn't like the idea of
limiting it."
But Hewes said he is "satisfied" with
the majority opinion.
UMOSG representatives brought the
same resolution before the senates of the
six other campuses in the University
system.
Although the Machias senate passed the
resolution and the University of Southern
Maine senate will have addressed the
resolution by Wednesday, the senate
president of the Augusta campus said,
"We never supported UMOSG lobbying."
President Rick Violette said the Augusta
senate will draft a letter to the chancellor in
which "our endorsement of UMOSG will
be restricted to its function as a
communications liasson."
Representatives from senates in Far-
mington, Fort Kent and Presque !tie could
not be reached for comment.
Peter Bishop, president of the Machias
senate, said the student body of that
campus as a whole supported the reso-
lution. The student opinion was solicited at
dorm meetings, Bishop said.
McCarthy will meet with UMOSG
representatives and student senate pre-
sidents Dec. 5 to discuss and make
suggestions concerning the organization.
Jeff Ellis. president of the senate at
USK said he expects the meeting to be
"peaceful."
"It's not going to be a shoot-out at the
O.K. Corral," he said.
UMOSG collective bargaining represen-
tative Jon Smith said the student senate
presidents were invited to the meeting
because "it was the feeling of the group
that an expression of unity would be more
effective."
Eves said, "We want to show (the
chancellor) that there is a fair amount of
student solidarity on this issue. That
students are willing to stick together and
this isn't just some elitist group called
UMOSG, as some people think that it
is—that all the students feel this way and
feel that students should be involved in
more than just advising the chancellor."
Spring editor elected
Douglas M. Bailey, a junior journalism
major, was elected Tuesday as editor of the
Maine Campus for the spring semester.
Bailey, the paper's features and assis-
tant news editor, was selected over one
other candidate by the University's 15-
member Publications Committee.
He will succeed Robert C. Granger.
Bailey said Wednesday that he intends
to have a close relationship with his staff.
"I want to inspire trust and confidence,"
he said.
Next semester's Campus. Bailey said .
will include more in-depth stories. "I'd like
to see more features on general topics," he
said. Bailey cited this fall's three-part
series on marijuana, alcohol and depres-
sion as an example.
The Livermore Falls native said he also
wants input from students. "I'm really
interested in what other students think
about the Campus. I would like to know
what they would do if they were in my
position." he said.
Prior to his current position at the
Campus. Bailey has been a general
assignment reporter for two semesters.
• Longley praises Trustees in surprise move
!continued from page II
His stormy relationship with the Univer-
sity began when he chaired the committee
that produced the Maine Management and
Cost Survey, a set of recommendations
designed to reduce frivolous state spend-
ing.
The Lewiston millionaire pointed to
several areas where he felt the University
could cut corners. When University
officials ignored his advice, he charged the
15-member board and a former chancellor
with mismanagement and called for, but
did not receive, their resignations.
But Longley hinted Wednesday that his
criticism of University matters might have
been blown out of proportion.
"I can say 99 good things about the
University." he said, "but one unkind
thing.. that's what you hear about."
During his brief speech. which board
chairman Francis A. Brown later described
as "a goodwill gesture," Longley urged
University officials to work together with
the state Vocational Technical Institutes
and private colleges to improve Maine's
educational network.
"Both the VTIs and the University have the
potential of leading the state of Maine
toward the year 2000 in the key areas of
industrial and economic development."
Longley said.
"I believe we should look long and hard
before duplicating within the University
system a program offered by a private
college in the area."
Tying in a possible outgrowth of that
cooperation. Longley said, "I feel at some
point in the near future we should perhaps
take another look at an integrated board of
higher education, but at the very least, we
should work toward a much closer working
relationship between the University and
our VTIs."
In other areas, the lame duck governor
expressed concern that Maine residents
with financial limitations may need more
assistance to attend college.
"One of my disappointments as gover-
nor was rejection of a plan we submitted to
provide scholarship aid to needy and
deserving students.
"I sincerely hope that a future priority of
the state of Maine will be to make post
secondary education possible for every
state of Maine student graduating from our
high schools...," he said.
Longley also asked that the trustees
"attempt to be more specific in establish-
ing quality standards for students, as well
as faculties and campuses."
In addition, he favored "strengthening
student objectives toward realistic, as well
as meaningful, career paths with quality
job opportunities..."
Longley's continued concern for skim-
ming excess fat off the University's budget
cropped up when he asked the board to
implement an "ongoing study designed to
identify ways that we can avoid duplication
of effort and costs so that available dollars
can be used for student scholarships."
• Trustees raise
'continued from page II
The trustees' action, Blake said, main-
tains that 70-30 ratio restricting any
surplus below the 30 percent figure from
being used for scholarships.
Blake estimated that this year. athletic
income will raise about $320.000, which
would provide $20,000 for the scholarship
fund.
Blake said that. in previous years. any
surplus would be carried over to the
following year to provide assistance if
necessary.
The trustee vote, 10-2. came with little
discussion and was devoid of the contro-
versy some board members expected the
issue to receive. The only opposition came
from two female board members.
Susan Kominskv and Elizabeth Russell,
Kominsky said the awards probably will
benefit out-of-state students more than
scholarship ceiling
Maine residents.
"The scholarships will in all probability
be made to out-of-state students. My
opposition is that in a public University. I
don't like to see a thrust to no-need
programs." she said.
No-need scholarships are awarded to
recipients on the basis of athletic ability,
without considering financial need.
Kominskv questioned where the money
for the increase will come from. She said
the measure was backed by alumni and
administrators but not by students and
faculty.
The measure also provides that scholar-
ships will be offered to men and women
students in proportion to their participation
in intercollegiate sports.
Kominsky noted that of the $118,000
awarded this year, $14.000 went to women.
In other action, the trustees unanimously
approved UMO's plans to convert the Stock
Judging Pavillion on campus to a theater-
in-the-round. The conversion is estimated
to cost $50,000.
The trustees also shot down a fact-find-
ing report designed to re-open stalled
negotiations between the University and
campus police.
The board opposed a report recommend-
ation that would make the payment of
union dues mandatory for all campus
police.
Negotiations now are expected to go to
arbitration.
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classrooms," said Richard Hewes, cabinet member and
fraternity senator from ATO.
"The people (senators) who complain are the ones that
can't push their constituency to get involved. I think it's
great the University has ATO," Hewes said.
Other people involved in Student Government have
varying opinions. "I have a bit of difficulty with it," said
Susan Leonard, Student Government vice president. "I've
had to close myself off from others in the office. They all
represent one viewpoint."
"There's a Greek Mafia in Student Government now,"
said William Carney, a Student Legal Service paralegal
who worked closely with last year's president, Michael
McGovern. "It's the same thing as Carter and his Georgia
Mafia."
"It's quite a machine. It's like (Richard) Daley's
machine." said Sen. Gordy Lewis, Penobscot Hall, who
was vice president last year for the first semester before he
resigned for personal reasons.
The ATO "Mafia" or "Machine," as Carney and Lewis
call it. involves house members in these Student
Government positions: president, vice president for
financial affairs, executive assistant, assistant treasurer,
MU AB treasurer, Concert Committee chairperson,
Academic Affairs Committee chairperson, and Fair
Election Practices Committee chairperson.
In addition, there are seven ATO-affiliated senators and
three ATO members on the 10-member cabinet, which is a
combination of finance board and president's advisory
board.
ATO has 47 members living at the house and 18
additional active members living off campus or in a dorm.
ATO's involvement does not stop with Student
Government. Members also hold the positions of fraternity
board treasurer, manager of the credit union, chairman of
the College Republicans and chairman of the Intramurals
Committee. The Maine Campus editor is a non-active ATO
member.
Also, five members belong to the Senior Skulls, a senior
honor society which elects its own members on the basis of
community involvement. The organization has about 25
members.
The last two Senior Skull presidents are ATO members.
The ATO members in Student Government positions.
however, are the ones that have brought some reaction.
"It hasn't shown to me to be a negative affect yet, but
it's too much of a coincidence," said Sen. Patti Bushee.
Stodder
" 'Is it representative of the student body?' is the
question, I guess," Bushee said.
The elections last spring set the trend for ATO
involvement, according to many political observers. At
that time. Brown and Leonard were elected as Student
Government president and vice-president.
Three of the four fraternity slots for senator were filled
Who's Who
The following AID members hold Student
Government positions:
Winn Brown — president, cabinet member
Scott Ingalls — vice president for Financial Affairs,
cabinet member
John Cyr — assistant treasurer
Preston Hall — executive assistant
Michael Christoffenson — MUAB treasurer
David Groves — Concert Committee chairman
William Morris — Academic Affairs Committee
chairman
Mark Boynton — Fair Election Practices Committee
chairman
Richard Hewes — fraternity senator, cabinet member
Richard Da % Is — fraternity senator
Richard Place — fraternity senator
Mark O'Brien — Somerset Hall senator [pledge]
James Hewes — Knox Hall senator 'pledge'
Thomas Hall — Hancock Hall senator 'pledge)
Mark Van Bree — off
-campus senator 'member)
"There's a Greek Mafia
in Student Government
now" -Carney
"I attracted people o
style" - Brown
this fall by ATO members. Three dorm students that were
pledging to ATO and a house member living off-campus
won senate positions, also.
But Brown said last week, that it's not unusual for the
president to surround himself with people he knows. "Just
like (Mike) McGovern had his friends in his administra-
tion. I have a lot of my friends working in mine.
Executive assistant Hall talked along similar lines.
"Winn is allowed to appoint people who he feels can do
the best job. He knows the guys from the house. And he
wouldn't appoint anyone he didn't know." Hall said.
"You could say the fraternities are better represented
this year. Our interest has peaked." he said.
"I attracted people of my style," Brown said.
SLS paralegal Carney compared this administration with
past ones. "Dan O'Leary ran it two years ago. His
admininstration was characterized by a lot of off-campus
people. Mike's (McGovern) administration was charac-
terized by dorm people," he said.
"I see it as being a trend. Off-campus, then campus,
now fraternity," he said.
"And," he continued, "it will be those senators who get
upset about it, who feel their interests aren't being looked
after, that will themselves form a power bloc in the
future.—
One student senator said recently, however, that ATO's
representation has exceeded the trend in past years.
"I think it's been used more than ever before. It's gone
unchecked. The president now has unmitigated appoint-
ment power. If someone on the outside were to look at this,
they would see a need for more scrutiny in the future to
make sure there isn't an abuse of power," Lewis said.
Lewis said he saw a "real potential" for abuse in the
present administration.
Sen. Hall contends, however, that an abuse of power can
come from only two positions—president and vice
president of financial affairs, which are both ATO-
controlled positions.
"Winn was elected and Scott (Ingalls) was assistant
treasurer last year. The assistant treasurer has always
stepped into the treasurer's job," he said. (The new
Student Government constitution changed the past title of
treasurer to vice president of financial affairs.)
Carney agreed power came from those two positions but
added that who the president listens to makes a difference.
"Positions don't mean shit. It's who you know and what
kind of relationships you have. And it's who the president
listens to," he said.
Brown has the appointment power for most Student
Government positions. Approval of his appointments,
though, must come from the student senate That approval
process has recently come under attack.
With the exceptions of the elected seven ATO-affiliated
senators, MUAB treasurer, and cabinet members, Brown
has appointed the other ATO controlled positions.
"They just give us names. No background information is
given," said Sen. Bushee, when asked about the approval
process. "We're expected to approve them, but we usually
don't know enough about them."
Bushee said she thought most student senators probably
still don't know the extent of ATO's participation.
MUAB President Roger Brodeur also commented on the
approval process. "It's not that difficult to have the senate
approve people. They have a very good chance," he said.
Brown said last week that he had problems trying to find
people interested in filling certain positions. BrOvvn cited
two positions. Academic Affairs Committee chairperson
and Fair Elections Practices Committee chairperson, that
were advertised but received no response.
"If you get no response, you turn to the people that will
do something," he said.
Hall added, "I can see why people are upset. but this
sort of thing has happened over the past couple of years. If
no one else is applying. I feel it's right."
Jamie Eves, SLS paralegal, said there were some
reasons why people didn't apply for positions. "A lot of
off-campus people would have run who wanted to get
involved but didn't want to with the Winn Brown
administration," he said.
, Eves said that their viewpoints and Brown's were
"divergent."
The absence of women in Student Government positions
Winn Brown
also drew criticism. "It's a real egotistical thought that the
men on this campus don't feel there are women here who
can do the job just as well," said Rita Laitres.
Leonard agreed with Laitres. "It's too bad they're all
men. I'd like to have more women involved," she said.
"They (women) haven't applied as much. Winn
encourages his friends and his brothers to get involved.
Around the office there is a fraternity attitude. It probably
would scare some people from applying," Leonard said.
What does all this mean? Is ATO's participation
detrimental to Student Government?
Brown and his fellow ATO position holders adamently
say no. "I haven't heard any complaints about the quality
of Student Government," Brown said.
Hewes said he didn't "endorse" any claim that his
house's influence on Student Government was having a
negative effect. "It's so easy to say there's a power bloc.
But has one bloc occurred yet in the finance committee or
in the senate?" he asked.
However, other Student Government leaders have cited
the unbalanced student body representation, the
appointment and approval process, the absence of women
in top Student Government positions and the possibility of
abusing the power as reasons for concern.
"It's putting the interest in one area," said MUAB'
President Brodeur. "And it's not helping."
Bushee said she was "torn" on the issue. "1 feel that
they're responsible people, but other people should have
been given the opportunity. It just seems like a real
coincidence that they're all from the same frat," she said.
Ex-president cites
qualifications
by David Skogley
It doesn't matter if influential positions
in UMO's Student Government are held by
interest groups, as long as they're
qualified, said last year's Student Govern-
ment president this week.
Michael K. McGovern said ATO
members had simply taken the opportunity
to get involved in Student Government.
"The question is not where they come
from," he said, adding that the govern-
ment should not be criticized until it has
been observed.
"If ATO is in this to help itself. (one
should) be concerned," McGovern said.
He said academic interests should nat-
urally come first, and a., long as ATO keeps
this in mind, there shouldn't be any
problems.
"If they (ATO members) wish to
represent others and are doing a good job,
then this is fine," he said.
McGovern said he was not well-informed
about the situation at UMO until contacted
by the Maine Campus. He didn't comment
about President Winn Brown's adminis-
tration, since he hasn't been directly
involved.
Brown said recently he appointed people
he knew because of an apparent lack of
interest or an unwillingness of other people
to become involved in his administration.
McGovern said he had also run across this
problem last year.
When asked about the students' not
participating because of ideological dif-
ferences, McGovern said, "That's a poor
attitude."
"Every student and fraternity has the
opportunity (to be a member of Student
Government). It just depends on whether
they take it."
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Battering: Emotional, physical abuse
'I literally saw stars. It was just like in the magazines.'
Janet, (not her real name) is a 21-year-old UMO student
who used to argue quite often with her fiance. She never
expected their verbal disagreements to become anything
more than that.
Shortly after their engagement last year, he threw her
on her bed and held her so tightly by the throat she had
bruises for days. It was the first incident in a nine-month
period of violence, which ended when she broke off the
engagement.
Janet describes the relationship as "on and off most of
the time." Between breaking up and making up, she says,
she was the victim of physical and verbal abuse.
"Once he threatened to kill me or make my life so
miserable I'd wish I was dead," she says.
Once, after a temporary break-up, her fiance went to her
room and threw her against a chair, bruising her hip and
ribs. He then pushed her against her desk and pinned her
shoulders back, forcing her into a painful position.
"The worst time was in one of the cafeterias." she says.
"He threw me up against a wall, and my head hit a coat
hook. The back of my head was cut open." Once outside,
he tossed her in a snowbank.
Sharon, 37, (not her real name) has been married twice.
The Orono woman says she was shocked the first time her
first husband slapped her face during a minor argument.
The slap marked the beginning of a six-year marriage
filled with "intermittent violence."
"He was very, very violent," Sharon says. "I used to
read a lot of magazines and adventure stories, and in
descriptions of fights, the author used to say that someone
got hit and 'saw stars.'
"Once he threw me on the bed and started hitting me
back and forth across the face. and I literally saw stars. It
was just like in the magazines."
She says her husband didn't seem to notice what he was
doing to her. "Once after a beating my face was blue and
puffed out. One eye was closed, my mouth was twisted and
out of shape. He came home and said we were going out to
dinner with some people. So I put on a lot of make up and
went. Everyone was looking at my face."
Sharon and Janet are battered women. Battering,
according to a recent FBI report, is "a crime estimated to
be the largest single offense committed, yet finding hard
statistics to prove this is virtually impossible at either the
state or local level."
There are no statistics available about the incidence of
battering between unmarried persons. According to FBI
estimates, one incidence of wife abuse occurs every 18
seconds.
Nancy Gentile, a paralegal at Spruce Run, a Bangor
agency for battered women, defines family violence and
battering as including "emotional and physical violence."
According to Gentile, the greatest percentage of people
that seek help are physically and emotionally abused
rather than just emotionally tormented.
"The societal definition of emotional abuse is that it is
not outside the norm. it's not until physical abuses are
started that people start becoming aware of the problem,"
she says.
Gentile says women rarely seek help after the first
instance of violence. "Yet, once that first strike is made,
more battering will follow." she says. Like Sharon and
Janet, most women experience shock and disbelief.
Spruce Run is one of six agencies in Maine that provides
a range of services for battered women and children.
Services offered are a 24-hour crisis hot line, crisis
intervention counseling, legal advocacy, referral services
and child care and emergency shelter for women who need
to escape.
Between January and August of this year, Spruce Run
extended its services to 698 people, mainly women and
children.
Martha McDowell, a counselor at Spruce Run and
Gentile, say they can identify certain patterns after
talking a short while with clients.
"There is a weapon pattern, where men threaten the
woman's life with guns, knives and other weapons," says
Gentile. The male also administers beatings.
McDowell says there are more subtle forms of abuse.
"There's one called 'How far can I wear this woman into
the ground?' It's a verbal type of abuse that consists of
constant bickering, complaining and arguing."
Sharon was a victim of what Gentile calls an "isolation
pattern." She was cut off from outside contacts and spent
most of her time at home watching television.
"It's a very controlling type of existence," Gentile says.
"The man tries to cut off the woman's relationships with
people outside the home, and all her activity is overseen by
the man."
A milder form of this is the "boyfriend pattern." Gentile
describes it as a kind of possession. Janet knows the
pattern well.
"He got to be possessive of any time I spent away from
him," she says. "I happened to be very active, and he got
jealous and angry."
Janet says she went to the UMO Counseling Center
twice. "I thought things were my fault." she says. "I
thought I was deficient in some way." She stopped going
after her fiance told her not to go.
According to Gentile, most of their clients are women
from the Bangor area. They have received calls from
University women, however.
"We had one call in just last week from the University,
from a girl suffering abuse from her boyfriend," says
McDowell.
Gentile believes campus women who have been battered
are more likely to use University services.
Generally, not many women go to the Counseling
Center, Dr. Charles Grant, director of the UMO
Counseling Center, says. "We don't keep statistics in that
form. My memory is that we wouldn't have more than one
a year. To be realistic, this is not a population that you
would expect to find a high rate of battered women."
Dr. Robert Graves, director of UMO's Cutler Health
Center, estimates that one or two battered women are
treated every year. "We don't list them as battered
women, specifically," he says, "but I know of one we've
had this year."
"This may be the tip of the iceberg," he adds. "More
seriously injured women go to a hospital. and less
seriously hurt don't come in for fear of their boyfriends."
What causes a man to abuse a woman with whom he has
a close relationship?
Dr. Alan Butler, a psychologist at the University
Counseling Center, says (hr male may not have resolved
certain conflicts, and his mate may serve as a stimuli.
Because of past experiences, he has learned to lash out
physically when frustrated.
Gentile says a man's childhood may have exposed him
to male violence, but society is largely to blame. "Men in
our society are not educated to express their feelings. A
man's way of expressing frustration and anger may be to
abuse his wife or girl friend."
She also believes that battering is common because "it
goes along with the societal fact that it is okay for women
to be victims—society condones battering against
women."
McDowell dismisses the theory that men become heavy
drinkers and then beat their wives or girl friends.
"Alcoholism is not a reason, it is an excuse that enables
men to do the beating," she says.
Sharon believes the source of male frustration is
predominantly a financial stress. "My husband was
unemployed, and I think the pressure to support a family is
so intense that he felt inadequate. He took out his
frustrations on me because I was the closest person to
him."
She says her husband's behavior was not directed at her
personally. "Once he punched his fist through the wall
behind my head," she says. "If he had really wanted to hit
me he could have, but instead he hit something else. After
he did beat me, he was always remorseful."
Sharon endured the violence for six years. Janet was
engaged for nine months. Both women give similar
reasons for holding on to their relationship.
"I kept going back to him because I thought I really
loved him and needed him," Janet says. "To leave him
would be like all of a sudden taking a crutch away from a
person. I felt like I couldn't function without him."
Sharon says of her young marriage, "When you're 17 or
18, you don't just pick up and walk out the door. It isn't
easy to walk away from a person if there's some feeling
there. I was shocked, but I wanted to figure it out. I didn't
want to accept the fact that it was happening and kept
saying to myself, 'It'll get better. I'll figure out what to say
and what not to say.' When you love somebody, you try to
forgive and forget."
According to McDowell, economic dependency on men
is the basic reason many women tolerate abuse for so long.
"If you are living with someone, you may be scared to
break it off because of the fear of being alone," she says.
"Woroen that have always depended on men may prefer to
suffer through a bad living situation rather than go out and
try to start over by themselves."
Butler believes an economic dependency is just one
possibility. "As bad as the situation is, it may fit into some
system that has evolved. People sometimes seek out other
people, subconsciously or unconsciously, who will
complement their own needs. It's not accidental that a
person may choose a mate who will dump on them."
Ending such a relationship involves a risk, Butler says.
"If a relationship is built on a dependency, it's hard to face
the consequences. It may be an economical or a social
dependency or a fear of loneliness. The woman wonders
'How will I find another husband or boyfriend?' People are
apt to hold on to something that gives a sense of security
even though it's an illusion."
Sharon and Janet were able to end their relationships
because of certain external circumstances. Sharon's
husband was imprisoned (for an offense not related to wife
beating), and she divorced him while he was in jail. A
powerful individual wielded his influence with Janet's
boyfriend.
Both women say their relationships may have continued
if not for these situational factors.
"Everyone's breaking point is different," says
McDowell. She said a woman who recently contacted
Spruce Run had been married for 40 years, during which
time she had been beaten and threatened with a gun.
"Most often a married woman will come in after she
sees the effect of the violence on the children," she says.
In the last month, she reported at least five cases of
women coming in with children that had been sexually
molested.
The women who do seek help don't usually press
charges or report their husbands or boyfriends. This
makes it difficult to estimate the number of battered
women in America.
Gentile says women don't want to get involved with the
present judicial legal system because it doesn't solve
anything.
"Only a very small percentage of our clients press
charges. The women that come to us aren't out for
revenge. Their attitude is mainly 'If I could press charges
and have my husband get help I would.' " Gentile says.
"The structure of the judicial legal system as a penal
system is such that men may pay a fine or receive a
sentence, but the problem remains unsolved."
Janet says she couldn't bring herself to call the police,
despite severe episodes of violence. "I felt sorry for him
and didn't want to ruin his future and his chances for a
career."
Sharon's husband had been in trouble with the law
periodically, and she says she didn't want to cause any
further trouble. "All lever wanted was the best for him."
she says.
It's been nearly 10 years since Sharon's first marriage.
She has since remarried and moved to Orono. She says she
has been able to deal with the experience and is happy
now.
It hasn't been so easy for Janet. She says the experience
has scarred her. "I've gone out with a lot of guys since,
but when I start getting close to someone, I back off. Right
now I'm glad I can stand on my own two feet. and I want to
stay independent for awhile."
Sharon's adjustment has been helped by the passage of
time and the fact her first husband is more than 2,000
miles away. Janet's ex-fiance is still on campus, however.
He has since become engaged again.
"I feel sorry for his new fiance." Janet says. "When I
see her, I wonder if she's going through what I did."
•S
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classrooms." said Richard Hewes. cabinet member and
fraternity senator from ATO.
"The people (senators) who complain are the ones that
can't push their constituency to get involved. I think it's
great the University has ATO," Hewes said.
Other people involved in Student Government have
varying opinions. "I have a bit of difficulty' with it." said
Susan Leonard, Student Government vice president. "I've
had to close myself off from others in the office. They all
represent one viewpoint."
"There's a Greek Mafia in Student Government now."
said William Carney, a Student Legal Service paralegal
who worked closely with last year's president, Michael
McGovern. "It's the same thing as Carter and his Georgia
Mafia."
"It's quite a machine. It's like (Richard) Daley's
machine," said Sen. Gordy Lewis, Penobscot Hall. who
was vice president last year for the first semester before he
resigned for personal reasons.
The ATO "Mafia" or "Machine." as Carney and Lewis
call it, involves house members in these Student
Government positions: president, vice president for
financial affairs, executive assistant, assistant treasurer.
MU AS treasurer. Concert Committee chairperson,
Academic Affairs Committee chairperson, and Fair
Election Practices Committee chairperson.
In addition, there are seven ATO-affiliated senators and
three ATO members on the 10-member cabinet, which is a
combination of finance board and president's advisory
board.
ATO has 47 members living at the house and 18
additional active members living off campus or in a dorm.
ATO's involvement does not stop with Student
Government. Members also hold the positions of fraternity
board treasurer, manager of the credit union, chairman of
the College Republicans and chairman of the Intramurals
Committee. The Maine Campus editor is a non-active ATO
member.
Also, five members belong to the Senior Skulls, a senior
honor society which elects its own members on the basis of
community involvement. The organization has about 25
members.
The last two Senior Skull presidents are ATO members.
The ATO members in Student Government positions.
however, are the ones that have brought some reaction.
"It hasn't shown to me to be a negative affect yet, but
it's too much of a coincidence." said Sen. Patti Bushee,
Stodder Hall.
" 'Is it representative of the student body?' is the
question. I guess." Bushee said.
The elections last spring set the trend for ATO
involvement, according to many political observers. At
that time, Brown and Leonard were elected as Student
Government president and vice-president.
Three of the four fraternity slots for senator were filled
Who's Who
The follow ing ATO members hold Student
Government positions:
Winn Brown — president, cabinet member
Scott Ingalls — slce president for Financial Affairs,
cabinet member
John Cy r — assistant treasurer
Preston Hall — executive assistant
Michael Christoffenson — MU AB treasurer
Da', id Groves — Concert Committee chairman
William Morris — Academic Affairs Committee
chairman
Mark Boynton — Fair Election Practices Committee
chairman
Richard Hewes — fraternity senator, cabinet member
Richard Davis — fraternity senator
Richard Place — fraternity senator
Mark O'Brien — Somerset Hall senator !pledge]
James Hewes — Knox Hall senator !pledge)
Thomas Hail — Hancock Hall senator !pledge)
Mark Van Bree — off-campus 4enator [member)
"There's a Greek Mafia
in Student Government
now" -Carney
"I attracted people of my
style" - Brown
this fall by ATO members. Three dorm students that were
pledging to ATO and a house member living off-campus
won senate positions, also.
But Brown said last week, that it's not unusual for the
president to surround himself with people he knows. "Just
like (Mike) McGovern had his friends in his administra-
tion, I have a lot of my friends working in mine.
Executive assistant Hall talked along similar lines.
"Winn is allowed to appoint people who he feels can do
the best job. He knows the guys from the house. And he
wouldn't appoint anyone he didn't know." Hall said.
"You could say the fraternities are better represented
this year. Our interest has peaked," he said.
"I attracted people of my style," Brown said.
SLS paralegal Carney compared this administration with
past ones. "Dan O'Leary ran it two years ago. His
admininstration was characterized by a lot of off-campus
people. Mike's (McGovern) administration was charac-
terized by dorm people," he said.
"I see it as being a trend. Off-campus, then campus,
now fraternity." he said.
"And," he continued, "it will be those senators who get
upset about it, who feel their interests aren't being looked
after, that will themselves form a power bloc in the
future."
One student senator said recently, however, that ATO's
representation has exceeded the trend in past years.
"I think it's been used more than ever before. It's gone
unchecked. The president now has unmitigated appoint-
ment power. If someone on the outside were to look at this,
they would see a need for more scrutiny in the future to
make sure there isn't an abuse of power." Lewis said.
Lewis said he saw a "real potential" for abuse in the
present administration.
Sen. Hall contends, however, that an abuse of power can
come from only two positions—president and vice
president of financial affairs, which are both ATO-
controlled positions.
"Winn was elected and Scott (Ingalls) was assistant
treasurer last year. The assistant treasurer has always
stepped into the treasurer's job," he said. (The new
Student Government constitution changed the past title of
treasurer to vice president of financial affairs.)
Carney agreed power came from those two positions but
added that who the president listens to makes a difference.
"Positions don't mean shit. It's who you know and what
kind of relationships you have. And it's who the president
listens to," he said.
Brown has the appointment power for most Student
Government positions. Approval of his appointments.
though, must come from the student senate. That approval
process has recently come under attack.
With the exceptions of the elected seven ATO-affiliated
senators, MUAB treasurer, and cabinet members, Brown
has appointed the other ATO controlled positions.
"They just give us names. No background information is
given," said Sen. Bushee, when asked about the approval
process. "We're expected to approve them, but we usually
don't know enough about them."
Bushee said she thought most student senators probably
still don't know the extent of ATO's participation.
MUAB President Roger Brodeur also commented on the
approval process. "It's not that difficult to have the senate
approve people. They have a very good chance." he said.
Brown said last week that he had problems trying to find
people interested in filling certain positions. Brown cited
two positions, Academic Affairs Committee chairperson
and Fair Elections Practices Committee chairperson, that
were advertised but received no response.
"If you get no response, you turn to the people that will
do something." he said.
Hall added. "I can see why people are upset, but this
sort of thing has happened over the past couple of years. If
no one else is applying. I feel it's right."
Jamie Eves. SLS paralegal. said there were some
reasons why people didn't apply for positions. "A lot of
off-campus people would have run who wanted to get
involved but didn't want to with the Winn Brown
administration," he said.
, Eves said that their viewpoints and Brown's were
"divergent."
The absence of women in Student Government positions
•
_-
Winn Brown
also drew criticism. "It's a real egotistical thought that the
men on this campus don't feel there are women here who
can do the job just as well," said Rita Laitres.
Leonard agreed with Laitres. "It's too bad they're all
men. I'd like to have more women involved." she said.
"They (women) haven't applied as much. Winn
encourages his friends and his brothers to get involved.
Around the office there is a fraternity attitude. It probably
would scare some people from applying," Leonard said.
What does all this mean? Is ATO's participation
detrimental to Student Government?
Brown and his fellow ATO position holders adamently
say no. "I haven't heard any complaints about the quality
of Student Government." Brown said.
Hewes said he didn't "endorse" any claim that his
house's influence on Student Government was having a
negative effect. "It's so easy to say there's a power bloc.
But has one bloc occurred yet in the finance committee or
in the senate?" he asked.
However, other Student Government leaders have cited
the unbalanced student body representation, the
appointment and approval process, the absence of women
in top Student Government positions and the possibility of
abusing the power as reasons for concern.
"It's putting the interest in one area," said MUAB'
President Brodeur. "And it's not helping."
Bushee said she was "torn" on the issue. "I feel that
they're responsible people, but other people should have
been given the opportunity. It just seems like a real
coincidence that they're all from the same frat," she said.
Ex-president cites
qualifications
by David Skogley
It doesn't matter if influential positions
in UMO's Student Government are held by
interest groups, as long as they're
qualified, said last year's Student Govern-
ment president this week.
Michael K. McGovern said ATO
members had simply taken the opportunity
to get involved in Student Government.
"The question is not where they come
from," he said, adding that the govern-
ment should not be criticized until it has
been observed.
"If ATO is in this to help itself. (one
should) be concerned." McGovern said.
He said academic interests should nat-
urally come first, and a., long as ATO keeps
this in mind, there shouldn't be any
problems.
"If they (ATO members) wish to
represent others and are doing a good job,
then this is fine." he said.
McGovern said he was not well-informed
about the situation at UMO until contacted
by the Maine Campus. He didn't comment
about President Winn Brown's adminis-
tration, since he hasn't been directly
involved.
Brown said recently he appointed people
he knew because of an apparent lack of
interest or an unwillingness of other people
to become involved in his administration.
McGovern said he had also run across this
problem last year.
When asked about the students' not
participating because of ideological dif-
ferences, McGovern said, "That's a poor
attitude."
"Every student and fraternity has the
opportunity (to be a member of Student
Government). It just depends on whether
they take it."
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Battering: Emotional, physical abuse
'I literally saw stars. It was just like in the magazines.'
by Nancy McCallum
Janet, (not her real name) is a 21-year-old UMO student
who used to argue quite often with her fiance. She never
expected their verbal disagreements to become anything
more than that.
Shortly after their engagement last year, he threw her
on her bed and held her so tightly by the throat she had
bruises for days. It was the first incident in a nine-month
period of violence, which ended when she broke off the
engagement.
Janet describes the relationship as "on and off most of
the time." Between breaking up and making up. she says,
she was the victim of physical and verbal abuse.
"Once he threatened to kill me or make my life so
miserable I'd wish I was dead," she says.
Once, after a temporary break-up, her fiance went to her
room and threw her against a chair, bruising her hip and
ribs. He then pushed her against her desk and pinned her
shoulders back, forcing her into a painful position.
"The worst time was in one of the cafeterias." she says.
"He threw me up against a wall, and my head hit a coat
hook. The back of my head was cut open." Once outside,
he tossed her in a snoyo'bank.
Sharon. 37, (not her real name) has been married twice.
The Orono woman says she was shocked the first time her
first husband slapped her face during a minor argument.
The slap marked the beginning of a six-year marriage
filled with "intermittent violence."
"He was very, very violent," Sharon says. "I used to
read a lot of magazines and adventure stories, and in
descriptions of fights, the author used to say that someone
got hit and 'saw stars.'
"Once he threw me on the bed and started hitting me
back and forth across the face, and I literally saw stars. It
was just like in the magazines."
She says her husband didn't seem to notice what he was
doing to her. "Once after a beating my face was blue and
puffed out. One eye was closed, my mouth was twisted and
out of shape. He came home and said we were going out to
dinner with some people. So I put on a lot ot make up and
went. Everyone was looking at my face."
Sharon and Janet are battered women. Batem-ing,
according to a recent FBI report. is "a crime estimated to
be the largest single offense committed, yet finding hard
statistics to prove this is virtually impossible at either the
state or local level."
There are no statistics available about the incidence of
battering between unmarried persons. According to FBI
estimates, one incidence of wife abuse occurs every 18
seconds.
Nancy Gentile, a paralegal at Spruce Run, a Bangor
agency for battered women, defines family violence and
battering as including "emotional and physical violence."
According to Gentile, the greatest percentage of people
that scck help are physically and emotionally abused
rather than just emotionally tormented.
"The societal definition of emotional abuse is that it is
not outside the norm. It's not until physical abuses are
started that people start becoming aware of the problem,"
she says.
Gentile says women rarely seek help after the first
instance of violence. "Yet, once that first strike is made,
more battering will follow," she says. Like Sharon and
Janet. most women experience shock and disbelief.
Spruce Run is one of six agencies in Maine that provides
a range of services for battered women and children.
Services offered are a 24-hour crisis hot line, crisis
intervention counseling, legal advocacy, referral services
and child care and emergency shelter for women who need
to escape.
Between January and August of this year, Spruce Run
extended its services to 698 people. mainly women and
children.
Martha McDowell, a counselor at Spruce Run and
Gentile, say they can identify certain patterns after
talking a short while with clients.
"There is a weapon pattern, where men threaten the
woman's life with guns, knives and other weapons," says
Gentile. The male also administers beatings.
McDowell says there are more subtle forms of abuse.
"There's one called 'How far can I wear this woman into
the ground?' It's a verbal type of abuse that consists of
constant bickering, complaining and arguing."
Sharon was a victim of what Gentile calls an "isolation
pattern." She was cut off from outside contacts and spent
most of her time at home watching television.
"It's a very controlling type of existence," Gentile says.
"The man tries to cut off the woman's relationships with
people outside the home, and all her activity is overseen by
the man."
A milder form of this is the "boyfriend pattern." Gentile
describes it as a kind of possession. Janet knows the
pattern well.
"He got to be possessive of any time I spent away from
him," she says. "I happened to be very active, and he got
jealous and angry."
Janet says she went to the UMO Counseling Center
twice. "I thought things were my fault," she says. "I
thought I was deficient in some way." She stopped going
after her fiance told her not to go.
According to Gentile, most of their clients are women
from the Bangor area. They have received calls from
University women, however.
"We had one call in just last week from the University,
from a girl suffering abuse from her boyfriend." says
McDowell.
Gentile believes campus women who have been battered
are more likely to use University services.
Generally, not many women go to the Counseling
Center. Dr. Charles Grant, director of the UMO
Counseling Center, says. "We don't keep statistics in that
form. My memory is that we wouldn't have more than one
a year. To be realistic, this is not a population that you
wouid expect to find a high rate of battered women."
Dr. Robert Graves, director of UMO's Cutler Health
Center, estimates that one or two battered women are
treated every year. "We don't list them as battered
women, specifically," he says, "but I know of one we've
had this year."
"This may be the tip of the iceberg." he adds. "More
seriously injured women go to a hospital, and less
seriously hurt don't come in for fear of their boyfriends."
What causes a man to abuse a woman with whom he has
a close relationship?
Dr. Alan Butler. a psychologist at the University
Counseling Center. says the male may not have resolved
certain conflicts, and his mate may serve as a stimuli.
Because of past experiences, he has learned to lash out
physically when frustrated.
Gentile says a man's childhood may have exposed him
to male violence, hut society is largely to blame. "Men in
our society are not educated to express their feelings. A
man's way of expressing frustration and anger may be to
abuse his wife or girl friend."
She also believes that battering is common because "it
goes along with the societal fact that it is okay for women
to be victims—society condones battering against
women."
McDowell dismisses the theory that men become heavy
drinkers and then w!at their wives or girl friends.
"Alcoholism is not a reason, it is an excuse that enables
men to do the beating," she says.
Sharon believes the source of male frustration is
predominantly a financial stress. "My husband was
unemployed, and I think the pressure to support a family is
so intense that he felt inadequate. He took out his
frustrations on me because I was the closest person to
him."
She says her husband's behavior was not directed at her
personally. "Once he punched his fist through the wall
behind my head," she says. "If he had really wanted to hit
me he could have, but instead he hit something else. After
he did beat me, he was always remorseful."
Sharon endured the violence for six years. Janet was
engaged for nine months. Both women give similar
reasons for holding on to their relationship.
"I kept going back to him because I thought I really
loved him and needed him," Janet says. "To leave him
would be like all of a sudden taking a crutch away from a
person. I felt like I couldn't function without him."
Sharon says of her young marriage. "When you're 17 or
18, you don't just pick up and walk out the door. It isn't
easy to walk away from a person if there's some feeling
there. I was shocked, but I wanted to figure it out. I didn't
want to accept the fact that it was happening and kept
saying to myself. 'It'll get better. I'll figure out what to say
and what not to say.' When you love somebody, you try to
forgive and forget."
According to McDowell. economic dependency on men
is the basic reason many women tolerate abuse for so long.
"If you are living with someone, you may be scared to
break it off because of the fear of being alone," she says.
"Women that have always depended on men may prefer to
suffer through a bad living situation rather than go out and
try to start over by themselves."
Butler believes an economic dependency is just one
possibility. "As bad as the situation is, it may fit into some
system that has evolved. People sometimes seek out other
people, subconsciously or unconsciously, who will
complement their own needs. It's not accidental that a
person may choose a mate who will dump on them."
Ending such a relationship involves a risk. Butler says.
"If a relationship is built on a dependency, it's hard to face
the consequences. It may be an economical or a social
dependency or a fear of loneliness. The woman wonders
'How will 1 find another husband or boyfriend?' People are
apt to hold on to something that gives a sense of security
even though it's an illusion."
Sharon and Janet were able to end their relationships
because of certain external circumstances. Sharon's
husband was imprisoned (for an offense not related to wife
beating), and she divorced him while he was in jail. A
powerful individual wielded his influence with Janet's
boyfriend.
Both women say their relationships may have continued
if not for these situational factors.
"Everyone's breaking point is different," says
McDowell. She said a woman who recently contacted
Spruce Run had been married for 40 years, during which
time she had been beaten and threatened with a gun.
"Most often a married woman will come in after she
sees the effect of the violence on the children," she says.
In the last month, she reported at least five cases of
women coming in with children that had been sexually
molested.
The women who do seek help don't usually press
charges or report their husbands or boyfriends. This
makes it difficult to estimate the number of battered
women in America.
Gentile says women don't want to get involved with the
present judicial legal system because it doesn't solve
anything.
"Only a very small percentage of our clients press
charges. The women that come to us aren't out for
revenge. Their attitude is mainly 'If I could press charges
and have my husband get help I would.' " Gentile says.
"The structure of the judicial legal system as a penal
system is such that men may pay a fine or receive a
sentence, but the problem remains unsolved."
Janet says she couldn't bring herself to call the police.
despite severe episodes of violence. "I felt sorry for him
and didn't want to ruin his future and his chances for a
career."
Sharon's husband had been in trouble with the law
periodically, and she says she didn't want to cause any
further trouble. "All lever wanted was the best for him,"
she says.
It's been nearly 10 years since Sharon's first marriage.
She has since remarried and moved to Orono. She says she
has been able to deal with the experience and is happy
now.
It hasn't been so easy for Janet. She says the experience
has scarred her. "I've gone out with a lot of guys since,
but when I start getting close to someone, I back off. Right
now I'm glad I can stand on my own two feet. and I want to
stay independent for awhile."
Sharon's adjustment has been helped by the passage of
time and the fact her first husband is more than 2.000
miles away. Janet's ex-fiance is still on campus. however.
He has since become engaged again.
"I feel sorry for his new fiance." Janet says. "When I
see her. I wonder if she's going through what I did."
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Classifieds
Wanted. Experienced Alpine ski coach for kids
racing team at Hermon Mountain Races
primarily on Saturday but occasionally Sunday
Benefits include season ticket. $20 per day and
expenses on trips Send resume to Barry Mills,
Blue Hill. Maine 04614 or call 374-2546 or
374-2256
- Subscribe to tne National Socialist Par ya
newspaper "White Power . ' For free copy write
Box G-12 Rfd 02 East Holden, Maine 04429 or
call opiiect 843-6769. Next party meeting in
Maine Dec 13th. Following meeting to be held
on he first Wednesday of each month
$100 REWARD for information leading to the
arrest and conviction of person(s) stealing
Mettler Balance model 7400E153 from Rm 221
Au Pert between the hours of 12 noon and 4
p m on Wednesday Oct 25, 1978 Contact Tim
Ames or Robert Dunlap In Aubert Hall or UMO
Dept of Police and Safety
MUSIC-Hire UMO 20th Century Music En-
semble for your next campus event Call
581-7656 for Information
Getting ready for Christmas/ Let Avon show
you how Contact Jeane in 131 Andro
581-7609
Ski coach-wanted for Jr. Alpine program
Penobscot Valley Ski Club. Contact Robert
Dunlap 866-3504
Theft investigated
UMO police are investigating the theft
Wednesday of a prescription numbering
machine from Cutler Health Center. which.
according to Detective Terry Burgess could
be tied in with a possible plan to illegally
obtain false prescription drugs.
Burgess said yesterday that a suspect
was questioned Wednesday night in
connection with the incident and said the
prescription numbering device mysterious-
ly appeared back at the health center
yesterday morning in a brown paper bag.
The device is used to code prescriptions
that the health center gives patients.
Burgess said several pads of such
prescription notes are also believed
missing from the center, which leads police
to believe the same person is involved in
both incidents in an attempt to illegally
obtain drugs.
Approximately 120 prescription numbers
from the machine are missing. Burgess
said, and all pharmacies in the local area
have been notified to be on the lookout for
the list of specific code numbers, between
59,003 and 59,048.
"The notes and the prescription num-
bers could be used to obtain anything from
morphine to darvon." Burgess said. "But
since all pharmacists are watching for
these specific numbers, the guy would be a
fool to try and use them."
THE FACTS
'I HUNDREDS OFTHOUSANDS OF WOMEN
USE ENCARE OVAL
Encare Oval " was introduced to Ameri-
can doctors in November 1977. Almost
immediately. it attracted widespread phy-
sician and patient attention
Today. Encare Oval is being used by
hundreds of thousands of women, and
users surveyed report overwhelming sat-
isfaction_ Women using Encare Oval say
they find it an answer to their problems
with the pill, IUD's. diaphragms, and aero-
2
sol foams
EFFECTIVENESS
ESTABLISHED IN
CLINICAL TESTS.
Encare Oval was subjected to one of the
most rigorous tests ever conducted for a
vaginal contraceptive Results were
excellent—showing that Encare Oval
provides consistent and extremely high
sperm-killing protection This recent U S
report supports earlier studies in Euro-
pean laboratories and clinics
Each Encare Oval insert contains a pre-
cise. premeasured dose of the potent.
sperm-killing agent nonoxynol 9 Once
properly inserted. Encare Oval melts and
gently effervesces, dispersing the sperm-
killing agent within the vagina
The success of any contraceptive
method depends on consistent and
accurate use Encare Oval' is so conve-
nient you won't be tempted to forget it
And so simple to insert, it's hard to make
a mistake
If pregnancy poses a special risk for you,
your contraceptive method should be se-
lected after consultation with your doctor.
3 NO HORMONAL
SIDE EFFECTS.
Encare Oval " is free of hormones so it
cannot create hormone-related health
problems—like strokes and heart
attacks—that have been linked to the pill
And there is no hormonal disruption of
your menstrual cycle
Decision expected today
on trial for
by Susan Day
embezzlement
A decision is expected today to
determine if Rolf Olson will go to
trial for the alleged embezzlement of
more than $3,000 from a Student
Government organization. according
to Freda O'Donald. Penobscot
County Court criminal clerk.
Olsen, who was treasurer of the
now defunct Student Action Corps.
from 1976 to 1978 was indicted Aug.
8 on a charge of theft. The charge
states Olsen exercised unauthorized
control of the money.
Since the amount of the alleged
misuse is more than $1,000 O'Don-
ald said the charge was in the felony,
rather than the misdemeanor. cate-
gory.
University sources put the exact
figure at $3,241.50.
The trial was originally scheduled
for October but was delayed when a
pending motion by the defense was
submitted.
Peno.bscot County Superior Court
Judge David G. Roberts heard the
plea from Olsen's lawyer. Lewis
Vafiades of Vafiades, Brountas and
Kominsky, to have the trial dismis-
sed on the grounds of double
jeopardy.
The double jeopardy concerns
Olsen already having been found
guilty by Bangor Third District Court
on a charge of unauthorized use of
$440 of the group's 1977-78 budget.
The court ruled Olsen would repay
the missing money, and pay a $200
fine.
Terry Burgess, Department of
Police and Safety detective said he
believes the case for the double
jeopardy plea will not hold.
After a meeting with Roberts and
Chris Almy, assistant district attor-
ney. Burgess said, "We ( Almy and
himself) felt fairly positive about it
when we left. We didn't think there
would be any problems."
The plea for dismissal was heard
on Nov. 13. If the plea is granted,
there will be no further leagal action
against Olsen. If, the motion is
denied, a new trial date will be set.
of cases, however, burning or irritation
has been experienced by either or both
partners If this occurs, use should be
4 discontinued.EASIER TO INSERT
THAN A TAMPON.
The Encare Oval ' is smooth and small, so
it inserts quickly and easily—without an
applicator There's none of the bother of
aerosol foams and diaphragms No
device inside you. No pill to remember
every day Simply use as directed when
you need protection
You can buy Encare Oval whenever you
need it it's available without a prescrip-
tion And each Encare Oval is individ-
ually wrapped to fit discreetly into your
5 pocket or purseBECAUSE EN CARE OVAL
IS INSERTED IN ADVANCE,
IT WON'T INTERRUPT
LOVEMAKING.
Since there's no mess or bother, Encare
Oval gives you a measure of freedom
many contraceptives can't match
The hormone
-free Encare Oval Safer for
your system than the pill or IUD Neater
and simpler than traditional vaginal con-
traceptives So effective and easy to use
that hundreds of thousands have already
found it—quite simply—the preferred
contraceptive
c 1978 Eaton-Merz Laboratories, Inc.
Norwich. New York 13815 EA ',•,'
Encare
Oval.
Vaginal contraceptive
for prevention of pregnancy 12 INSERTS
Oval completely satisfac- 
talked
tory In a limited number
Most people find Encare The
about contraceptive
since the pill.
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Spectrum arts and feature section
Country stompin' in the gym.........
' by Nancy McCallum
Pure Prairie League took the stage
at UMO and played some heel-
kickin' tunes to a gym full of people
Monday night.
UMO's first concert was worth
waiting for—concert-starved stu-
dents were treated to some fine
music and a good time.
Larry Beezer, a stand-up comic
from Philadelphia, opened the show
in Memorial Gym with some off-beat
cracks and an array of sound effects.
Although a bit drawn out, his
near-perfect imitations of cars,
motorcycles and a helicopter amused
the crowd.
The Blend, always a favorite in
this neck of the woods, followed with
a set of hard-driving country-
flavored rock. The band played a
mixture of songs including some
good boogie and crisp rock 'n' roll.
The group's set featured several
tunes from the group's recent debut
album. Some crowd pleasers were
"All I Need,- a song in the Marshall
Tucker vein, and "I Got the Music in
Me," a rocker reminscent of
Bachman Turner Overdrive.
Although better suited playing to
smaller crowds, the band managed
to prime the audience for the
headlining act. The Blend knew
when to end its set and kept it short
and to the point.
4,
•
One of the members of Pure Prairie League getting into some country fiddlin'.
Pure Praifie League came on next
for a tight, smooth set. A good sound
system emphasized the band's ex-
cellent harmonies and crisp guitar
playing.
The music was footstompin' and
lively and featured a taste of the
band's different styles. The band
cooked on country tunes like "I'll Fix
Your Flat Tire, Merle" and steamed
out some mean bluegrass with
"Pickin' to Beat the Devil."
The band showed it's mellow side
with tunes like "Sun Shone Lightly"
and then shifted gears into some new
hard rock compositions. Pure Prairie
League standards "Arnie" and
"Two Lane Highway" got the crowd
on its feet—the band's renditions
were excellent.
The group was very accessible to
the crowd. Band members ventured
into the first row and strummed,
picked and fiddled. It was good to
see a band with some personality.
A spirited encore followed the
band's one and a half hour set, trhe
concert, although not exceptional,.
was better than most UMO produc-
tions and should leave concert-goers
temporafily satisfied.
....... ...... Worth Us wait in gold
—
Pure Prairie League
Ike tll..nd's Steven Dore makes a
musical point during Monday night's
perlOrmance in the gym.
photos by Phil Lambert
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'The Bird' flies in with A & T tonight
In flight James "The Bird'. Sparrow aboutto slam one down for the Aggies of
North Carolina A & T.
by Greg Betts
The descriptions have ranged from "unstoppable" to
"a sure first-round draft pick," and Maine fans will get a
chance to judge for themselves tonight when James
"The Bird" Sparrow brings his act to the "Pit" with the
rest of his North Carolina A & T teammates for a 7:35
showdown with the Maine Black Bears.
Sparrow , a remarkable 6' 6" guard. has a reputation
as the kind of player that can heat a team single handedly
in the closing minutes of a game. A polished, all-around
performer. Sparrow was the fifth-round draft pick of the
Indiana Pacers last year but decided to stay in school one
more year.
He led the Aggies in scoring in 1978 with 19.1 ppg. and
now has a career total of 1,554. just 67 shy of the school
record. Sparrow has excellent speed and jumping ability
and is a very agressive player for his size. In A & T's
102-77 loss to Syracuse Wednesday night. Sparrow was
at it again. scoring 25 points along with having a great
floor game. The Aggies are 1-1 on the year.
"James can be very sensational at times," said A & T
head coach Gene Littles, who returns his entire starting
lineup and top five reserves from last year's 20-8 club.
Under Littles, the Aggies rebounded from a dismal 3-23
season to win the Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference title
last year and just narrowly missed out as a choice for the
NIT.
"We don't really have to rely on Sparrow, because we
have a number of other players who can score 30 points
any night." said Littles. "So if you stop Sparrow, we can
still bat you."
One of the other A & T players whom pro scouts are
watching faithfully is 6' 9" L. J. Pipkin, a wiry forward
with good quickness and a lot of stamina. Pipkin's stats
were 13.3 ppg. and 7.8 rebs. in 1978 and has an
outstanding shooting touch for a big man. Pipkin
nonetheless had his problems against Syracuse two
nights ago when he was held to just six points by
defense-minded Dale Shackleford.
The Aggie player who could give the Bear s the most
trouble is 6' guard Joe Brawner, a native of Washington.
D.C. Browner is an extremely physical player who can
burn a team with his quickness and speed in the
backcourt.
Brawner led the Aggies in steals and assists last
season along with scoring 12 ppg. Syracuse head coach
Jim Boehiem called Brawner "the toughest man to
handle" on the A & T squad. which could mean trouble
for Maine's inexperienced backcourt.
Harold Royster, a 6' 5" leaper, and 6' 8" center
Marvin Brown round out the Aggie starting five. Royster
was All-Conference as a freshman last year after leading
his team in rebounding while averaging 12 points.
Brown is a senior who transferred to the Greensboro
campus a year ago from Temple. Brown may be the weak
link in the Aggie attack, as he is ttill recovering from a
knee injury. If Brown is ineffective. 6' 11" junior Melvin
Palmer will see action.
"We'll be feeling Maine out the first five to 10
minutes, because we're not too familiar with them," said
Littles, who is a former pro player and a member of the
1975 Kentucky Colonel ABA Championship club.
Skip Chappelle said he believes the Bears can beat A &
T if they play well, but his biggest concern is what affect
Friday night's game will have on his team when it goes
against BU Saturday afternoon.
"I'm really not used to handling a situation like we
have this weekend,•" said Chappelle, who is anything but
pleased with the scheduling. "I'm used to handling them
at least 24 hours apart. and you've got to think this will
have an affect on us at BU.
"But we're going to go at them as hard as we have to
Friday night and hope things work out for us. If we can
all play 40 minutes of basketball together, North Carolina
won't beat us."
Chappelle also feels the "Pit" may be a big "factor"
in the game because A & T is used to playing in much
larger arenas.
"The home crowd here can give us quite a lift, and
we'll be hoping for that Friday night. All that traveling
that North Carolina has done in the last few days should
also be a factor on our part, and it should take something
out of them," said Chappelle.
Tough test awaits at BU
The Black Bears will have little time to think about•
their performance against A & T as they have to leave
Saturday morning for Boston for a game againstimproved Boston University.
The Terriers are 1-0 after winning their opener
against St. Peters, 75-71. BU assistant coach and
former Black Bear star Bob Warner said in an
interview Thursday that the BU coaching staff is veryhappy with it's team's early season play.
"We're very young so we were quite pleased to win
a close one from St. Peters," said Warner. "We're aquick team this year and we'd like to run if we can
against Maine. We're hoping that our big men can
also handle Maine's fine frontline."
BU is led by 6' 2" guard Tom Channel whom head
coach Rich Pitino claims is the "best guard in New
England." "Tommy really carried us with 22 points
against St. Peters." said Warner. "lie's a reallyphysical guard with a lot of raw talent.The Terriers
defeated Maine in their last showdown 88-74 with
Saturday's game scheduled for 4 p.m.
Black Bears look flat in winning home opener
by Greg Betts
When a team shoots 54 percent from the
floor, out-rebounds the opposition 46-36
and wins by 18 points, you might think
they'd be impressive on the evening. But
the Maine Black Bears were anything but
impressive Tuesday night. as they ho-
hummingly disposed of a weak University
of Maryland at Baltimore County squad.
93-75, in their home opener.
Except for an inspiring 30 point
performance by Rufus Harris (20 in the
first half) and Roger Lapham's precision
shooting (10-14 from the floor. 26 points)
the 1.700 fans at the "Pit— would have
been better of at home twiddling their
thumbs or watching George C. Scott
portray General Patton. The Bears contin-
uously had breakdowns on their offensive
and defensive patterns and barely re-
sembled the well drilled squad that posted
a 17-8 record just a year ago for coach Skip
Chappelle.
"I'm not very happy overall with the
team's performance so far." said Chap-
pelle. "We don't seem to have enough
pride on defense, and people are moving
past us like we're nailed to the floor. We're
just not getting enough concentration and
consistency from our players, and these
lapses are what's really hurting us."
The only thing the Bears did do well as a
team, which they also did against
Providence Saturday, was score almost at
will. The team is shooting 56 percent from
the floor (59.2 at Providence), and their
shot selection has been good. But the same
can't be said for free throw shooting and
other fundamentals, as the Bears hit only
59 percent of their attempts from the foul
line against Maryland.
Both teams started off slowly and stayed
closed throughout the first 20 minutes.
Maine took the lead for keeps. 16-14, at the
12:20 mark, as Harris and Lapham did
most of the damage for Maine. The two
frontcourt partners hit a combined 14-23
from the floor (almost all down low) to
boost Maine to a 41-34 half-time edge.
Turnovers, which killed Maine at
Providence (Oh, where are you now, Wally
Russell, when we need you?), were cut
almost in half against the Retrievers as the
Bears gave up the ball 14 times, compared
to 27 against the Friars. One reason may
have been the lineup change. which saw
Chappelle insert Rich Boucher in the
backcourt. with Harris moving up front in
place of Dave Wyman.
Boucher showed a lot of poise for the
second game in a row, dropping in 12
points along with six rebounds and dishing
out four assists. The 6' 3" junior also
played heads up defense, helping to force
Maryland into its share of turnovers.
Maine came out of the locker room to
quickly put the game out of reach, as they
outscored the Retrievers 14-4 in the first
six minutes, to make it 55-38. Lapham was
again murderous on offense as the Black
Bear captain either broke open for the easy
jumper or hit the open mar. with passes
underneath.
Other than Maryland's Reggie Nance,
who scored 14 points along with playing a
good floor game, Maryland's offense never
got untracked. As a team, the visitors hit
only 43 percent of their shots with the
school's all-time leading scorer. 6' 8"
forward John Goedeke being held to just
nine points. The Maryland backcourt
family of Howie and Jack Kane also tossed
in 12 each in a losing cause.
The biggest concern to Chappelle after
his team's first win was the same as that
after their first loss—the lackluster play of
center Kevin Nelson. Although he did
collect a game high 15 rebounds, Nelson
was sloppy on both ends of the court, as he
consistently lost the ball off his dribble
going to the basket, as well as being nearly
non-existant on defense.
Chappelle is concerned but not ready to
push the panic button over his big man's
play. However, he concedes that the team
will only go as far as Nelson can carry it.
"He's having the same exact problem he
had last year at this time.•• said Chappelle.
"Kevin has to control the middle for us,
and he's got to go after the ball offensively,
sweeping the boards inside as well. If he
comes up well soon, we'll be okay, but he's
got to start doing the job now."
Chappelle said he'll stick with senior
Bobby McLaughlin as guard, even though
he's had his trouble passing the ball and
directing the offense.
In both games so far, the Bears started
off horrendously but seemed to regroup in
the second half and play with more
confidence. After this weekend's tough
games with North Carolina A & T and
Boston University. the Bears are hoping
they'll have all their problems straightened KEVIN NELSON. must come aroundaway and start playing the game the way 'photo by Bob Granger).they know they can.
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Icem,en gain easy win at Connecticut
by Danno Hynes
The University of Maine hockey team
used a well balanced scoring attack to roll
over the University of Connecticut 10-4
Wednesday night at UConn. The victory
raised Maine's record to 5-1-I while the
Huskies dropped their opening game of the
season.
Sophomore Brian Hughes got Maine on
the scoreboard early as he beat UConn
goalie Dave Fusco with an unassisted effort
seven minutes into the opening period. A
few minutes later Robert Lafleur made it
2-0 with an assist by Paul Wheeler off a
faceoff in the Huskies end.
Black Bear scoring leader Gary Conn
sandwiched two goals around a UConn
tally to end the first period with the Bears
out in front. 4-1. Conn picked up his 1 1 th
and 12th goals of the year with assists
going to Hughes. Bill Demianiuk and
captain Dan Sweeney.
In the second period Hughes got the
scoring going again with an assist from
Demianiuk. The Black Bears made it a
runaway 46 seconds later as rightwing Paul
Wheeler lit the red light :s%th help from
Lafleur and Hughes, to make it 6-1.
Play in the second period got sloppy as
Maine built up a big lead and the result
was a host of penalties being called against
both teams. A brief skirmish behind the
Huskie nets at the end of the period left
both teams at less than full strength going
into the third period as the Bears were
assessed with two penalties and UConn
with a double minor.
The Huskies replaced Fusco in the goal
4.110
with Chip Golash in the final period, but
the new goaltender found the going as
rough as his teammate had. UConn tallied
first on a 50-foot slap shot that beat UMO
netminder Jeff Nord.
sophomore Bill Demianiuk then beat
Golash twice, once with an assist by Conn,
to make it 8-2. Mike Vigue, playing his first
game ot the season for the Bears, then
made it 9-2 with an assist from linemate
Jim McTernan.
The Huskies scored two more times, but
it was all in vain as Joe Crespi scored with
32 seconds left to end the contest.
Vigue appeared to have gotten his second
tally of the night as he scored on the final
buzzer, but the officials waved the score
off.
Black Bear coach Jack Semler was
pleased with his team's effort. "We tried
to stress that if we came out fast and strong
and took away their powerplay, it would
work to our advantage," said Semler. "It
worked because two of our first three goals
came during povverplays."
Semler expressed some displeasure with
his team's performance in the second
period. "Once we got a 6-1 lead, we tried
to do too much on an individual basis. I was
disappointed in some retaliatory penalties
we took in the second period, but I felt we
got back to our own game in the third
period."
UMO goaltender Jeff Nord had 20 saves
while raising his record to 2-0-1.
The Bears will face an important test
Saturday night when they play the Holy
Cross Crusaders at Alfond Arena.
WE MADE
THE MITRE
CHOICE.
AND IT
STILL
LOOKS
GOOD.
As Technical Advisor to the
U.S. Air Force's Electronic
Systems Division, we take on
challenges of worldwide
scope in Command, Control
and Communications. We
meet them. It's exciting.
To staff these large scale
system engineering project
teams, we want to talk to
Electrical Engineering,
computer Science and
Mathematics majors.
As for the reasons you
should choose MITRE above
all the others.
TECHNICAL
CHALLENGE
-Right now. everyone
seems to be looking for
Electrical Engineers So
they at otter pretty much
the same salaries and
benefits But. I chose MITRE
because of their broad sys-
terns engineering concepts
that offer truly high-level
learning and development
for me
Save Jeff Nord gets in front of a Buffalo shot in tournament action atthe Alfond Arena last weekend. Maine defeated Buffalo 8-1 but
bowed to Salem State 3-0 in the finals.
THE PEOPLE
The people here made the
difference for me I was a
co-op student for four
years before I joined MITRE
fill time and I ve found
that MITRE people are ex-
perts who combine a high
degree of challenge with a
genuine willingness to ex-
pand my knowledge Here
you matter as an individual
Everyone wants you to succeed
and they're willing to help
JIM iSHIKAWA
Brown Sc B in Electrical Engineering 78
LOCATION
The ocean The moun-
tains The city and the
country nearby Its all
great But what makes
it matter to me is the
personal encourage-
ment I get at MITRE I
emoy the freedom to
discover and pursue
solutions to new
technical problems
MIRIAM BISCHOFF
Syracuse BS in Systems & Information Sciences 76
Stanford MS in Computer Science 78
ADVANCEMENT
At MITRE, people aren t
preoccupied with titles
Here advancement means
taking on more responsibil-
ity on more protects That's
lust what I was looking for
I ve only been with MITRE
for three months and
already I've been given
individual protects to carry
out on my own
CHESTER VirYCHE
Northeastern BS in Electrical Engineering 78
Think about joining the people
who joined MITRE and are glad
they did.
Sign up with your Placement
Officer for an on-campus inter-
view with a member of our
Technical Staff. Also, take a look
at our 12 minute color videotape
presentation on what MITRE's
like.
MITRE
will be at
The University
of Maine
on December 12, 1978
ROv EDELSTEIN
Ohio State MA in Philosophy 75 MS in Computer Science 78
If you prefer, you can write to
us directly at The MITRE
Corporation, College Relations,
8879 Middlesex Turnpike,
Bedford, MA 01730.
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Brother act deligjrhts hockey fans
by Charlotte McAtee
They skated and played on _frozen ponds as children.The youngest was forced to play goal. His older brotherwas a center who used his youngest sibling for a target inthe net.
Who are they? Phil and Tony Esposito? No. they are
the University of Maine's own brother combination. Jim
and John Tortorella.
The home opener for the ice hockey team was the localfans' first look at John Tortorella. Jim Tororella, the
goLlie. was already known and revered. John impressed
the crowd in the first game with his hell-for-leather style
of playing. He hits in the corners, digs and forecheckslike a crazed bundle of energy. This 5'8". 170 lb. hustleris the type of player, according to coach Jack Semler.
who can force the opposition to "cough up the puck.''Semler showed his confidence in John when he sent
the center out on the ice for a face-off with seconds
remaining in the game against Lowell. Outwardly. John
appeared cool, but inside he said he was anything but
that.
Winning two crucial face-offs made John a hero, buthe said, "1 was just lucky. Brian (Hughes) and I had been
working on face-offs all week, but Jack took a chance on
using me."
John is capable of playing at center or wing. a positionhe played his freshman year at Salem State College. Hetransferred to Orono last year and consequently sat outthe season because of NCAA regulations affectingtransfer students.
Originally John intended to attend Ithaca College. Hehad applied and was accepted. then Ithaca dropped itshockey program. "My high school coach knew MikeGilligan. Salem State's coach, so he helped me get intothere." John said.
One of the reasons John left Salem State is because his
major. physical education, is not offered there. But the
major reason was Maine's hockey program.
"It was a new program, a new rink. I came up to visitin the spring of my freshman year at Salem. and Jack
encouraged me.•
John's year of sitting on the sidelines was "veryfrustrating. But so far this year it's been worth it." Hepraised his teammates, calling them "a great bunch ofguys. Everybody helps each other out." said John.
Its easy tor tempers to explode when corner play gets
rough, and John acknowledges this. •*1 lose my temperall the time." he said. "Bu, that's part of bearing down.
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"It someone gives you a shot, you ve got to swallow
your pride and say the hell with it. Penalties are stupid.
You can wait and get a guy back with a hard clean shot."
The biggest thrill for John in his hockey career was the
Lowell game. "My first home game, he said. "I was
excited and nervous. A little bit of both. Actually I was
very nervous. The crowd was incredible. People really
love their hockey up here."
Playing for the Black Bears has reunited John with his
brother Jim, a teammate of three years at Concord
(Mass.) High School. It was a successful team, winning
twice as much as it lost.
Jim, 19, is one year younger than John. John and his
two older brothers did force Jim to play goal when they
were young. "Well, it worked out well for both of us,
didn't it?" John said.
"I really like it now," Jim said about playing in goal.
"It's fun. I can't really explain it. If you're successful it's
John and Jim Tortorella
tun, but I've had my ups and downs.
"It's a real challenge to keep the puck out of the net.
You can win a game for a team. Again, that goes back to
Success.—
Comparing himself to his brother. Jim calls himself "a
lot more emotional." Oftentimes at games you can hear
him yelling to his defensemen behind his mask.
"When a guy scores on you, you've got to keep you
composure. That's what Jack tries to teach us," Jim
said.
Penalties notwithstanding. it often takes a lot of
restraint for a goalie to stop himself from giving a
bothersome forward a poke when he parks himself
around the crease.
"Sometimes if a guy is really bugging me. I'll do
something about it. But against Mt. Allison, I got caught
tripping a guy.
"It's really up to the defensemen to clear those guys
out. and they do a good job of it. What gets me mad,
though, is if some forward is hitting me, and one of our
defensemen retaliates and gets called for a penalty."
John, too, said he is angry when he sees his brother
pushed around. "Jimmy can pretty much take care of
himself," he said. "But I do watch out for him."
Team solidarity is so high. both brothers said, that
they are as close as any other teammates. However, it
wasn't always that way.
"John and 1 fought a lot," Jim said. "With four
brothers so close together. naturally there's going to be
fights."
"When we were in high school, v. e didn't get along at
all." John said. "Things are different now ." The only
difference, John said. between Jim and his other
teammates. is "I'll yell at Jimmy more than I will at any
of the other guys, but he does the same to me."
John was not sparing in praise for his younger brother.
"In the Lowell game, he kept us in there. Winning is a
real team effort, and Jim was just incredible."
"That's what I'm there for." Jim said. "That's myjob." The goalie also had praise for his brother's
make-things-happen play and winning attitude.
"The only thing that bothers me is winning and
losing." John said as he gazed over the Alfond Arena
ice, watching some youngsters play in a youth hockey
program. "I remember playing when I was that age.
They had a program in Acton. and 1 used to skate there."
"And now," John said. "I hope we win this year anaget into the playoffs. I hope we win it all."
Basketball tickets
to be sold
prior to game time
Tickets for the North Carolina A &
T and Towson State games will go on
sale to the general public at 6 p.m.
before each game on a first-come
first-served basis. Students with
All-Sports Passes will be admitted
beginning at 6 p.m. also on a
first-come first-served basis. Prices
are $2 for students and S3 for the
general public.
Hockey tournament
had good attendance
UMO's first hockey tournament at
the Alfond Arena turned out v.
according to athletic business man
ager Stuart Haskell.
"We're yery pleased with how it
turned out," Haskell said. "We had
good crowd'.." The attendence total
ed approximately 4600 for the tys ()
nights.
The crowd consisted mainly of
local, older people, as most students
were home for the Thanksgiving
break.
However, when Maine moves int(
Division I play next year, a compli-
cation arises. A rule that goes into
effect next year discounts tourna-
ment games in the Division I
standings.
"Suppose we played Northeastern
and UNH in the tournament." said
Haskell. "That would be the third
time we'd face them, and it wouldn't
count. We could play Division II
teams, but we don't know if it would
draw as well. So as of now, we don't
know whether we'll have the tourn-
ament again."
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Skaters facing
Holy Cross
at home
Holy Cross hockey coach Mike
Addessa is looking forward to
tomorrow evening's contest between
the Holy Cross Crusaders and the
Maine Black Bears at Alfond Arena.
"We're a young team like Maine
is." said Addesa. We think we can
skate with any team, but right now
we are not playing well.
Holy Cross had a disasterous
pre-season and lost all four of their
exhibition games by lopsided scores
to Division 1 teams. Defending
national champ Boston College
shellacked Holy Cross 10-0. but the
low point may have been a 7-4 loss to
Northeastern.
The Crusaders pre-season prob-
lems are certainly not the result of
poor personnel. All but two members
of last year's 17-9-0 team have
returned. Holy Cross boasts some of
the finest hockey talent in the
division. All-American goaltender
Jim Stewart and P.J. Costello give
the Crusaders one of the best
goaltending duos in the league.
Addessa said Stewart and Costello
were not in the nets for many of the
pre-season games because he was
giving a sophomore goaltender some
experience, and the result was the
lopsided scores. Costello was in the
nets for both of Holy Cross' victories
over Maine last year, but Addessa
has not decided who will get the nod
tomorrow night.
Holy Cross also has one of the best
forwards around in Jerry Curley. a 6'
1" sophomore rightwinger who is
considered one of the top players in
the country by many pro scouts.
Even though Ho:), Cross beat
Maine twice last year, the Crusader
coach feels his team was very
fortunate to have won both of those
games.
"Maine was one of the best teams
we saw last year, and I think they
have the potential to be awesome
this year." said Addessa. "I have to
commend Maine. For the short time
that they have had a hockey team,
they have put together one of the
best hockey programs in Division 11.
if not in the entire nation."
UMO coach Jack Semler compared
the upcoming game to the game with
the University of Lowell two weeks
ago. "As I've said before, one of our
goals this year is to beat those teams
that were ranked higher than us last
year, and Holy Cross is one of those
teams."
"It should be one heck of a
game." said the second-year coach.
"Both teams have good goaltenders.
and both teams know the importance
of this game."
:;-:70141P •
DANCE
o Bongor's Finest
DISCO!
Mon-Thurs 9-1
Fri & Sot 8-1
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Track teams to open with.UNH
by Mike Roddin
The UMO women's track team will open
their indoor season Saturday as the lady
Bears host the Wildcats of New Hampshire
at 1 p.m. in the field house.
Headlining the afternoon's action will be
national contender Anne Turbyne in the
shot putt, New England sprint champion
Patty Holcomb in the dash and 220 and
New England distance standout Joan
Westphal in the mile and the two-mile
events.
Due to extensive recruiting on the part of
UNH head coach Jean Roberts, the
Wildcats look strong and well-rounded in
all of the events, especially the middle
distance and field events. The lady Bears
defeated UNH both indoors and out last
year, but this season's meeting between
the two teams might prove to be a closer
contest.
Ballinger said, "The loss of versatile
sprinter Beth Riley to a foot injury and key
hurdler Joanne Petkus out from a field
hockey injury might cost us some valuable
points. If everyone runs well, we should be
able to hold them off. Then again, it could
come right down to the last relay all
depending upon just what UNH has to
throw at us."
The UMO men's track team will spring
into action on Saturday as the Black Bears
take on a powerful Wildcat team at home.
Looking for revenge. Maine will try to
overcome last year's 78-58 defeat dealt to
them by the talented Wildcat tracksters. In
this 38th meeting of the two teams. UMO
maintains a 28-8-2 record.
RAM'S HORN
COFFEE HOUSE
33 GROVE ST., ORONO
We are open every
weeknight 7-11
and on weekends
7:30-12
Come sit by a cozy fire
and enjoy donuts
& tea & good tunes
DEC 1 8-11
Special folksinger
Chris Bonolli
Free Popcorn
•
411)01r::.%•(";•
IIMMEIS-
•0;•••01, 
-•••••••
Y TAVEfitk.
ertti
;*I
14
HAPPY HOUR
with the
SHIP'S WHEEL
Mon-Fri t,-8
Giant TV Screen
Mon-Thurs 3-9
Fri 3-8
& Sun 1-8
' ;•1.P -01181116
gott-
 • -*
m
Coach Styrna said earlier this week,
"UNH is one of the better, well-balanced
teams in New England again this year.
They also have the best all-around weight
throwing group in the East. We have
excellent depth ourselves this season. but
I'm waiting for the final results of our time
trials being run this week before I can
make a final prediction as to the outcome of
this meet."
UMO weight thrower Al Sherrard will
have his hands full Saturday as he takes on
the Terrible Trio from New Hampshire,
consisting of Kim Campbell, Lou Parrazzo
and Alex Miller. Likewise, Black Bear
middle and long distance harriers will have
to answer the Wildcat challenge of
speedsters Mark Berman, Don Deroo,
John Demuers and Gary Crosan. Equally
strong for UNH will be Frank Keough and
Mark Gori in the sprints and John Wood,
Pete Leberman and Toby Russ in the field
events.
Answering the challenge for UMO will
be tracksters Kevin Dyer, Cameron Bonzy
and Nick Tupper in the 440 and 600, Jim
Boyle, Brad Brown and Myron Whipkey in
the 880 and 1000. and Doug Hatch, Dan
Providing the punch for the Bears in the
sprints will be Fen Reed, Rusty Goodwin
and Bill Nason. Coming off of an
outstanding cross country season to answer
the challenge will be distance specialist
Peter Brigham, Sam Pettetier and Mike
Westphal to add the needed points to the
Maine tally.
School records are predicted to fall for
both teams as this keen rivalry is renewed
on Saturday between the Black Bears and
the Wildcats.
Fault, Pete Lammi and Tim McGuirk in the
jumping events.
-Specialized in Precision Haircutting-
Wash. Cut and Blowdry
Guys $6.00 Gals $7.00
Our "signers ire waiting
something NEW for you!
Judy. Phyllis, Cherly. Patsy
TOTAL LOOK
•
98 No Main Si.
Brewer
open Mon-Sa'
989-7513
FREE
MeDonalds Big Mae,
Reg. Fries and
Reg. Soft Drink
with every pair of Men's,
Women's & Children's Boots
AT STANDARD SHOE
WARM LINED, SOFT LEATHER
"NOVA" by •  41.
"NOVA"
'TAN LEATHER
'CREPE SOLE
$44
Fully pile lined with
easy on and off side
zipper plus the
warmth and comfort
of real leather.
Erika "NOVA"
- gals, you'll lo‘e it.
Have a pair
fitted soon.
Standard Shoes
THE NEW BANGOR MALL • DOWNTOWN BANGOR • AIRPORT MALL
PRESQUE ISLE • WATERVILLE
............ AIM
S.
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"I LIKE LITE MORE THAN
I LIKE REFS.MUCH MORE:'.
Tom Heinsohn
Famous Basketball Coach
1,478 Moe, Brevorq Co M.IwauMee WIll
Distributed by Haffenreffer Beverage Co., Brewer Maine
••
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Some say it's because he
gave up a promising film
career to head up the
Budweiser Racing Team!
But the real reason is that
he just likes to win. And he
did plenty of that this past
season in a pair of
Budweiser-sponsored, Bob
Sharp-prepared Datsun
race cars.
Fifteen races: Twelve wins!
On the pole eight times!
Three track records!
And in the SCCA National
Championships at Road
Atlanta, he took a second
place in his C-Production
Datsun 280-Z ...and a third
in the B-Sedan category with
his Datsun 200-SX.
Naturally, we congratulate
him for his super season
and wish him even greater
success in '79.
From your friends
at Budweiser
• •
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CLIP, MAIL AND SAVE
CONSUMER DISCOUNT COURTESY
CARDS INC.
61 MAIN ST., BANGOR, ME. 04401
Tel. 942-0401
APPLICATION:
Please send my Consumer Discount Cord
which entitlos me to a 10. discount on all
merchandise. plus sales and adv•rtizisd
items, at participating stores for a period
of one year from date of purchase.
Enclosed Is a check or Money Order of on
dol!ars
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE ZIP
FASHION EYE WEAR
One of the Largest Assortments
of Stylish Frames
otionolly known brand names such as:
Rine Gouche
Elizabeth Arden
Optique DuMonde
Art Craft
Novell
Frames Repaired also
32 Stet. Street, Longa
263 Stets Street, Ilooisor
943-3934
ACADIA
REPERTORY
THEATRE
The Arts
Theatrical Productions offered weekly
Plays starting at 8 P.M.
Wednesday through Saturday
Bon Offk• 947 3333 after 1030 A.M.
Downtown Bangor
Mein and Union Streets
THE TIME OUT
Sit clown end tek • out siemtices
•Air Enr.rta,r,rn.nt
• Lire entatimeseat au winds
• Drut Pizza
• New expanded wens —
home -C1:13ke
• 61arn TY Saern
• Old Moms
• Deliver Seri ice
451 So Wein St
etttni•r Maln•
9119-8474
10 Central St
Bangor, Moles
9474334
CHILDREN'S FASHION WAY
Kids Are Our Business
Offering to you these super
. brand names for children:
Wrangler, Maverick, and Rob Roy
Billy the Kid, Le Roy and Tweens
White Stag and Toddlywinks
We also carry Many gift ideas for the Newborn
Twin City Plano
Brews., Mein*
3446
CONSUMER DISCOUNT COURTESY CA
A REAL INFLATION BUSTER FOR CHRISTMAS
BUY YOUR CONSUMER DISCOUNT CARD NOW
The purchase of this card enables you to save
hundreds of dollars at these fine Merchants
for a full year. It may be used as many times as you wish!
For more information call 942-0401/942-1659 or stop in at 61 MAIN STREET, BANGOR
SUITE 36 (COE BUILDING)
COLONIAL CARPETS
A Complete Line of Floor Coverings
Featuring.
Burlington House Carpet
Armstrong Inlaid & Carpet
Bruce Hardwood Flooring
Congoleum & Mannington
Linoleum
Offering installation
Specializing In Perfection"
92 central Street
longer, Moles
942-3926
Ginny s Yarn Room
'Shop our store and have a knitting
good time
We carry all famous brand name Yarns.
Also: • Tapestry yarn
• Needle Point Kits& Yarn
• Macrame Cord
• Latch Hook Kits
Many Christmas Gift Ideas
Recycled Dolls Barbie Doll Outfits
and hand knit Christmas stockings
Sunbury Mali
Renege, Mein*
9474922
NEW ENGLAND MUSIC COMPANY
Do Your Ears A Favor
This Music Store offers complete service
product knowledge, and friendly advice.
Discover the difference when you shop
for:
Stereo Components Musical Instruments
• Yamaha • Guitars
• Kenwood • Drums
• Advent • Amplifiers
• Many More • Keyboards
• P.Ativilems
Recording Tope
Direct To Disk Records
Car Stereos
All Nottonolly known Rrond Names
75 Control Street
Bangor. Melee
9474255
BREWER CARD & GIFT
-Something for Everyone
Some of these brand names ore
• Westmoreland
* Kape Craft
* Viking
* Holly Hobby
* American Greetings
* Norcrest
Also Books, Gifts and Novelties
Twin City Mora
hewer. Melt.*
9119411170
BREWER TRUSTWORTHY HARDWARE AND LUMBER
We re not too hg tc nelp you
See us for a complete selection of home hardware
Lawn and garden supplies - Plumbing •lectrical,
and paint supplios.
Here are some of our brand name supplies:
Stanley Tools
Glidden Paint
Rockwell Tools
Union Fork 8. Hoe
Bird Roofing
1221 Broadway 735 Wilson Street
Bangor, Moine Br•wer, Maine
94711391 909-5021
COX STUDIO
of PHOTOGRAPHY
• Bridal Photography
• Classical 8 Contemporary
Portraiture
• Publicity Portraits
• Children's Portraits
• Senior Portraits
• Family Groups IL Pets
"We take great pride in our portraits"
61 Mole Street
Songor, Moine
947-3147
KNOT N' BEAD SHOP
THE EARLY AMERICAN
A Gift Idea for Every Occasion
Featuring.
New Engkind Clocks
Pfoltzgroff& Otagiri Stonewore
Fenton &Westmoreland Glassware
Wooden Products
INegnor Fees& Jellies
Religious Articles
New York Graphic Prints
Custom Picture Framing
Fruit Baskets
Fresh, Dried a Silk Arrangements
40 Mosin Street
Gensler, Muir..
9474596
Offering a Lorge S.4ection of Fine
Jewelry and Croft Supplies
• Jewelry Beads
• Hand crafted Sterling Silver
and Turquoise-Jewelry
• Belt Buckles
• 14 K Gold Chain
• Pottery
• Wind Chimes
• Croft Kits
• Macrame Supplies
Classes in Macrame and Weaving
23 Hammond Street
Downtown Bangor
942-6325
PHIDIPPIDES
-Tired of walking- Start Running
Famous name brand shoes such as:
Hike, Puma, New Balance.
Brooks, [tonic, Saucony
• and Converse.
▪ Clothing arti Sportswear
J•tene, Court Casuals. Russell,
Jog-A-Lite, Moving Comfort,
nolf In and Phidipplefes Running gear.
• iso a cemplet• tunner'• Ube-tory a+ Boole
73 Hernmond Street
Bangor, Melee
947 3677
SAVE
BIG
SAVE
10%
OFF
ALL
MERCH-
ANDISE
AND ME
SERVICES
FOR SER'
1-FULL
!MR!, col
ME
01
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'NiPUBLIC NOTICE!!!
ITESY CARDS INC. ANNOUNCES
JUST IN TIME
IR CHRISTMAS
IRD NOW
o save
hants
as you wish!
tEET, BANGOR
SAVE
BIG
SAVE
10%
OFF
ALL
IERCH-
iNDISE
AND
RVICES
FOR
-FULL
fEARI
sottivinessli007itsccuosei
10%
DISCOUNT
ON ALL MERCHANDISE
AND SERVICES . . .
INCLUDING
SALE ITEMS!
FOR ONE FULL YEAR
SHOP
THESE
QUALITY
MEROIAFITS
AND
SAVE
A BIG
10%
ON QUALITY
NEW
MERCHANDISE
AND
SALE ITEMS
PLUS
THE MANY
SERVICE BUSINESS
THAT ARE A PART
OF CONSUMER
DISCOUNT
COURTESY CARDS
MEMBER
CHAMBER
OF
COMMERCE
SAVE 10% FROM
YOUR HEAD TO YOUR
TOES AND MORE TOM
A Message from the President of
Discount Courtesy Cards Inc
Dear Consumers
dropped
In the post five years, inflation has run rampant throughour
country and the value of the American donor has to an
all time low. This has meant that we are all struggling more and
more -just to make ends meet.- Now, with the Christmas
holidays approoching, it becomes even more difficult to buy the
things we want with the money we have at hand.
Discount Courtesy Cords offer you, the consumer, o unique
opportunity to fight inflation ond odd extra purchasing power
to every dollar you spend. And, you do it not just today, but for
one full year.
With the purchase of our Discount Courtesy Card you will
receive a ten percent discount for one full year in over 27
popular stores throughout the greater Bangor Area These are
oil reliable merchants offering the products and services we all
use every day. .clothing, footwear, auto services, tires hard.
ware supplies, lumber. Italian foods, dry cleaning, and flowers
just to name a few.
As you look over our ad. you can readily see that your $10.00
investment in a Consumer Discount Courtesy Cord con be re
turned many times over with just a single purchase. And re-
member, your 10 percent discount is in addition any regular
Of special sole prices.
Write for your Consumer Discount Courtesy Cord and brai
chure. and see the wide array of participating Greater Bangor
Merchants who hove joined together to make -Consumer Dii.
count- savings a reality for you • it opens a whole new world of
savings for you.
In closing, let me say that Consumer Discount Courtesy Cards
Inc. is a Member of the Greater Bangor Chamber of Commerce
We ore a Main. business located in Bangor and our business
is saving you money
Thank You.
Wit Despoult
President
IT'S A KID'S WORLD
Toys & Gifts for all Children
(1 day to 100 years
Children, Furniture-
Toy Chest and Hutch
Rocker and Piano
Table and Choir Sets
Random Novae Book s —
Dr. SOO.
Disney Stories
Winn's' the Pooh
And Hundreds of stuffed animals,
33 Control Street
Downtown liongor
142-2221
FASHION WAY BOUTIQUE
LADIES' FASHIONS
Featuring these brand names In
women's wear!
Garland Bobbie Brooks
Shapley Cos - Cob
BOwdoin Londlubber
Moderick Ship 8 Shore
Kayser Playtex
"Our main concern is you"
Twin City Plaza
Brewer, Maine
989-1483
DORCHESTER DECORATORS
The Personalized Touch In—
Fin• Linens
Curtains
Draperies
Drapery Hardware
Bedspreads
Rugs
Venetian Blinds
Window Shades
Gift items
60 Columbia Street
Sanger, Mein.
9434011
FOUR SEASON'S COMPANY
"We take pride on our work
• Exterior ond Inter or
pawning - spectcdizing
in pointing and
Landscaping
• Experienced Home
Remodeling
• General Contractors
• Free Estimate'
23 Central Street
Senator Maine
947.8291
FIRESTONE STORE
Your Headquarters for..,
Complete Broke 8. Front End Service
Passenger Tires- Truck Tires -
Troctor Tires- Retread - Batteries
Shocks Mufflers Lubrication
and Oil Changes
50,000 Mile Guarantee Alignment
A hill line of Firestone Products
717 Broadway
Bangor, Maine
942-5294
BASKET WORLD
Featuring 1,000's of basket items—
Picnic Baskets, Bun Boskets
Log Baskets and Planter Baskets
Wine Servers to Waste Baskets
and Bomboo Matchstick Blinds
Hanging Choirs along with Dried
and Silk Floral Materials
Also finished Floral Arrangements
Sunbury Mall
Downtown Bangor
942-3704
PLAZA SHOE
Why don't you try our shoes for size?
We carry
Dingo
Easy Street and Converse
Quoddy
Noturolizer and Wegenberg
Buster Brown
Charm Step ond Hudson Bay
Fort Trod%
Twin City Plaza
Brewer, Maine
989-3646
THE KITCHEN COOKERY
-Everything from the usual to unusual
In cooking utensils and
gourmet cooking supplies"
From Cookie to Donut Cutters
Pastry 8 Chopping Boards to Wooden
Bowls,
Whisks to Cutlery
Wooden Utensils to Molds along with
Table Cloths Plocemats 8 Napkins
Sunbury Moll
Downtown Bangor
9424706
WINTERPORT BOOT SHOP
f
Quality itted 
p
footwear for
Work
Hunting
Leisure
Hiking
Western
In widths AAA-EEEE to size 18
Yes, we have LEVI'S also
4? Main Street
Bangor, Maine
942.6331
TWIN CITY SPEED SHOP
A complete be of Nigh Perfoneance Erptqueent
Listing such famous
Edelbrook
Hurst
Sun
Thrush
Speedpro
Hooker
brand names as:
Holley
Mr. Ceske.
Morose
Croger
Weber
Lakewood
128 Wilson Street
Brewer. Mains
989-7317 9419-7344
SCISSOR WIZARD
Men, Women, and Children—Relax while we work'
Offering complete hair core
Restyling long and short hair
Beard Trim& Restyle
Perms and Surtstreaking
Moustach Trim I Restyle
Reshaping cuts
FedeisI Mankuring
Moisturisers and Vitomins
44 Hammond Street
Bangor, Maine
942-0783 for Appointment
LOUGEE AND FREDERICK'S
Did you forget that special Someone?
. let us be your guide.
• Floral arrangements for
every occasion
• Garden Center
• Evergreens & Shrubs
• Rose Bushes
• Many Gift Ideas
292 State St.
Bangor, Maine
947-4321
Twin City Plaza
Brewer, Moine
989-6.343
SUE'S CERAMIC CORNER
'IF we don t have well get '1'
Classes in Ceramic Painting
Accessories for Ceramic Supplies
Featuring
• Christmas Gf•Of1WOIe
• Children's favorne
characters in greenwore
olso
24 Central Street
Bangor, /Mine
942-2221
NEW ARRIVALS Star Wars. R202, Lamps
Banks and Cups
* GOLD STAR CLEANERS *
The
Finest
In
Dry
Cleaning
Fire locations Offered for Your Convenience
• 440 Mein street, Bangor 942-8400
• 198 Wilson Street, Brewer 989 5170
• 137 South Main St., Old Town 827 7344
• University Mall, Stillwater Aso, Orono 627-7374
• Twin City Plate. State St., Illr•w•r 9894277
Complete Cioth,,,qt Cwe
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Just in Time for Christmas
IVIAYTAGS from
LANDIR
•Automatic Washers
•Halo-of-Heat Dryers
*Portable Washers
and Dryers
*Portable or Built in
Dishwashers
*Disposers, too
46 CENTER ST. BREWER TEL. 989-3850
,
Itiear's DeD
JOHN DANDERAND
Tuesday Dec. 4
and
Wednesday Dec. 5
FREE
SERIOUS RUNNERS RUN
FOR SERIOUS RUNNERS.
Runnrng is our life Jusl as 1 s uurs We are serious
runners We are Marty LoquOro Greg Fredericks Ken
Schappert Jell Howser Mel Pender Steve Foster and
many more In tact the great maiority ot our stores are
managed by accomplished athletes
We founded Al.hletic Attic to provide top quality gear
to serous runners fike ourselves And like yourseit
We re been to that break•ng point We ve run those
hundred mite weeks So when we select a product for
our shelveS we go about it very se,3uSly And we
apply our eiperiente thoroughly
The result — Athletic Attic consistently has the best
selection of running shoes and equ'rp-
silent available anywhere So it
youee serious about runnortg at atix etifi
your best come to Athletic Attic
We re got what you re looking
or Se•lOsrsly
663 Stillwater Ave.
Bangor Mall
947-6880
Bangor Mall
 3E
PEP
HRLL1099
CLASSIC PLAID
JUNIOR
SHIRTS
Polycloth in Assorted
Value $18.00 Plaids and Colors
PREP HALL For Gals Sizes 5-15
The Time Out Restgurant
Invites You to Come and Enjoy Our
•fabulous pizza and sandwiches
.giant television screen
.old movies
• David Ingraham-entertainer and folk singer
.our special functions room at no cost
CASH PRIZES!!!
With the purchase of a pizza you are
eligible for a cash prize
1st prize $79.00
2nd prize $19.79
' To be drawn January 1, 1979
THE TIME OUT RESTAURANT
451 So. Main St. Brewer
open: weekdays until midnite
Friday and Saturday until 3am
Located lust down the Plenty of
street from Pepino's free parking.
Taco Stand.
25% OFF ANYTHING ON THE MENU
(EXCEPT BEVERAGES) WHEN YOU
PRESENT THIS ADVERTISEMENT
TS
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For All Your Glass Needs
call
Allied Glass
543 HAMMOND ST. TEL. 942-7323
with 24 hour
PLATE GLASS SERVICE
4.
(
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Gift Giving Ideas at Hanson's
Your Your choice of cross country skis, boots,
bindings and poles- a complete cross ccountry
ski package 15% off!
•Skilom •K-2 -Rossignol •Trak •Heirling •Karhu
395 So. Main St. Brewer 989-7250
an. a..
DISCOUNT BEVERAGES
DOWNTOWN ORONO
KEGS & TAPS AVAILABLE
NOW WITH MILK, CHEESE,
& GROCERIES
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
FRIDAY & SATURDAY till 1 A.M.
BON VOYAGE!
Our
Production
Manager
is
leaving us • • •
If you are interested in this
salaried position, (in charge of
Production and Personnel),
contact
Dianna Benner
106 Lord Hall
Maine Campus
or call
581-7531
:::. Sale Sale Sale Sale Sale Sale Sale
ON ALL ALBUMS
(going out of business)
25% off all gloss
smoking paraphenolia.
Bring this coupon
arts Expires Dec. 8th aIRS
;•:•;•;•;•:•;•;•;•:.•;•;•;•;•;•:•.;•:,;*;•:•.;•;•;•:.*:•;*;•.•:•.;•;::,;-.;•::::::::::
-1K1•111ffiCt
THAT'S THE WAY YOU'LL FEELWHEN
YOU LET WIMPS ouTFrr YOU FOR
THAT TRIP TO THE SLOPES!
SPECIAL SKI PACKAGES
DOWNHILL
PACKAGES
Includes Skois, Bindings,
Poles Installed
No. 1 Package Price $125.95
No. 2 Package Price $162.95
No. 3 Package Price $194.75
R055 counT
PACKAGES
Includes %Us, Boots, Poles, Bindings,
Installed.
No. 1 Package Price
$92.25
No. 2 Package Price
$117.95 ,
No. 3 Package Price
$126.75
fr flys
‘07 El 1 11
STORTING GbODS
589 Wilson Street, Brewer, Maine 989-6677
Oa 4
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RANDYS LEATHER
Handcrafted leather,
silver and gold jewelry
See us for unique
Christmas gifts
at the new Bangor Mall
-4111•11.-
IDEAL CHRISTMAS GIFT SUGGESTION!
LOBSTERS -- LIVE
Flown anywhere in the U.S.
Call 989-2277
Cap Morrill's
494 So. Main Street
Brewer, Maine 04412
L COME IN OR PHONE IN YOUR ORDER
.4MO
Discover the Dexter Difference!
Brandy
Puff boot,
tricot lined, new
Lug-Dex bottom
RETAIL OUTLETMen's $40.00 $26.99
Women's $35.00 $23.00
alV
 r Main St. &Hogan Rd. Bangor
THE GREENTHUMB PEOPLE
46 MAIN ST. ORONO
Tel. 866-2100
FREE DELIVERY TO CAMPUS
•LARGE SELECTION OF
HOLIDAY PLANTS, BOXED
CHRISTMAS CARDS,
AND GIFTS.
•JUST IN: NEW SHIPTMENT
OF EXOTIC PLANTS 
3THER
leather,
I jewelry
ii
T SUGGESTION!
Liv
in the U.S.
IN YOUR ORDER /
5 
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AUGMENTED FIFTH -
Now at the corner ofg
 Mill St. and Main St., Orono g
es Lowest Prices in the Greater Bangor Areal!g HUGE SELECTION OF CUT-OUTS AND USED LP'S gAT
 LOW,
 LOW
 PRICES
THRIFTWAY
(Formerly Quie-Pie)
153 Part St., Orono
Now We Hove It All I I
Agency Liquor Store
Prices same as State Liquor
Store- Hours Longer
We are now a complete!y stocked
supermarket here to fulfill
/our needs
The areas largest beverage outlet has:
Hard Liquors
Fortified Wines
Table Wine
Complete tap rentals
Beer by 6 pack, case
or barrel
Meat and Produce,
Groceries
Drive or walk. 'e 're ccnveniently located on Park St., Orono,
and we're open363days a year
Our State law permit allows us to sall until midnight
Monday thru Saturday
Sun thru Wed.-8 am toll pm
Thurs thru Sat-8 am to 12 pm
Hours:
r Difference!
tS,
Rd. Bangor
'. ORONO
2100
WIRY TO CAMPUS
SELECTION OF
PLANTS, BOXED
1TMAS CARDS,
gD GIFTS.
Weekly LP Specials
Jesse Colin Young "American Dreams"
Olivia Newton John "Totally Hot"
Grateful Dead "Shakedown Street"
Steely Dan 
"Greatest Hits"Queen 
"Jazz"
Now till Christmas
Open:
Cotes of Maxon UDC -90 (12/ease) 440.00Disewasher systems '10.00 (limited quantity)Mon - Wed 10 - 6 Set 10- 6NEW SHIPTMENT 
10 - 8 Sun 12 - 5)TIC PLANTS 
 3a-,raortmcssixtvaortvrapraoracroorgoraor,J
